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Abstract
The proposal of constitutional reforms and the establishment of effectaive constitutional
change are two distinct matters. Translating proposals into accepted practice is an invariably
fraught process. The following paper examines the constitutional reforms that took place in
Indonesia from 1999-2002. It asks how we go about understanding and interpreting the
outcomes of that process. By combining a constitutional history with a consideration of the
legacies of Suharto’s authoritarian rule, the paper further situates previous qualitative
assessments of the post-1999 constitutional reforms. Drawing on the work of the likes of
Asshidique, Horowitz, Indrayana and Mietzner, the paper argues that, despite a less than ideal
process, Indonesia’s gradualist approach facilitated acceptance and paved the way for a
meaningful level of constitutionalism from a troubled past.
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Introduction
In countries transitioning from authoritarian rule, a key step towards more democratic politics
is often constitutional reform. The reform or establishment of constitutionally mandated
institutions can have important implications for the future accumulation, exercise and limits
of political authority (Horowitz, 2000). There is an opportunity to introduce safeguards that
limit executive power, restrain tyranny of the majority rule and give previously marginalized
segments of society greater recognition. In short, constitutional reform can lay foundations
for more effective inclusion and representation.
Nonetheless, there is a significant difference between proposing a constitutional framework
and the process of establishing it. There are no guarantees that a legitimate or stable form of
constitutionalism will emerge from that process (Chen, 2015; Dressel & Bünte, 2014;
Horowitz 2006a). Normative ideas about constitutions may inform what policy makers and
politicians seek to establish but how and why a country ends up with the constitutional
framework it does is a different matter. Pre-existing political cultures, configurations of
politico-business elites, patterns of civil-military relations, underlying societal conventions
and cultural practices can directly or indirectly restrict or predispose specific options
(Carnegie, 2014; Elster 1995; Linz & Stepan, 1996; Munck, 1994). This is not to mention
issues around the timing of reforms and respective positions within the international system
of power and privilege. All of which can generate distinct trade-offs and unexpected patterns
of transformation (Carnegie, 2012; Pridham, 2000).
It is with these considerations in mind that the following paper examines the constitutional
reforms that took place in Indonesia. After the downfall of Suharto’s authoritarian New Order
regime in May 1998 and against the odds, Indonesia managed to complete four rounds of
constitutional amendments from 1999 to 2002 during sessions of Majelis Permusyawaratan
Rakyat 1 (MPR, People’s Consultative Assembly) (Indrayana, 2005; Sherlock, 2010;
Horowitz, 2013). How do we account for this outcome? Before responding to that question,
there is a minor caveat to mention. The way constitutional amendments were carried out in
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The MPR is the legislative branch of the Indonesia political system made up of representatives from the two
national legislative assemblies Dewan Perwakilan Raykat (DPR, People’s Representative Council) and Dewan
Perwakilan Daerah (DPD, Regional Representatives Council) with a combined total 692 members. Prior to
2004, it was the highest governing institution in Indonesia. Constitutional reform now means that in a formal
institutional sense, it is on a co-equal footing with DPR, the State Audit Board (BPK), the Supreme Court and
the Constitutional Court.
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Indonesia is not being held up as an ideal of democratic constitution-making. With qualifier
in place, the paper argues that a gradualist approach to reform can facilitate acceptance
amongst major political actors and the routinization of constitutionally mandated politics. To
build the argument and situate more fully the significance of Indonesia’s constitutional
reforms, the paper proceeds by charting Indonesia's constitutional history and the legacies of
Suharto’s authoritarian rule. It then combines that with primary document analysis and work
by the likes of Asshidique, Horowitz, Indrayana and Mietzner to underscore the way a
gradualist approach to reform can establish a meaningful level of constitutionalism from a
troubled past.

A Constitutional Journey
In the immediate aftermath of World War II and the retreat of the Japanese-occupying forces,
Indonesia’s former Dutch colonial masters sought to regain control over parts of the
archipelago and isolate nationalist forces. The Acting Governor General Hubertus (Huib) van
Mook was keen to revive the Visman Commission’s plan for the constitutional future of the
Dutch East Indies but his plans would ultimately flounder in the face of determined
nationalist resistance (Carnegie, 2019).
The nationalist leaders moved to declare independence. The proclamation (Proklamasi) came
on 17 August 1945. It states that ‘matters relating to the transfer of power etc. will be carried
out carefully and in a timely manner’ [Hal-hal jang mengenai pemindahan kekoeasaan d.l.l.,
diselenggarakan dengan tjara seksama dan dalam tempo jang sesingkat-singkatnja] (Line 35, Proklamasi Kemerdekaan Indonesia, 1945). 2 It could be argued that Indonesia has been
working on that ‘etc.’ ever since (Pisani, 2015). But given the intense pressure Sukarno and
Mohammad Hatta were under to enact a new constitution, it is hardly surprising that the 1945
Constitution of Indonesia (Undang-Undang Dasar Negara Republik Indonesia Tahun 1945,
UUD’45) is relatively short and vague (Indrayana, 2005). It was intended as a makeshift
measure and contains a mere 37 articles that were written and reviewed during July and
August 1945 by the Committee for Examination of Indonesian Independence (Badan
Penyelidik Usaha-usaha Persiapan Kemerdekaan Indonesia, BPUPKI) and enacted on 18
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Author’s translation from original text as with new articles in the amended constitution later in the paper.
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August 1945 by the Preparatory Committee for Indonesia’s Independence (Panitia Persiapan
Kemerdekaaan Indonesia, PPKI), the day after the proclamation of independence.
The proclamation of independence in 1945 was resisted by the Netherlands and Indonesia
would struggle against Dutch intransigence until 1949. Under UN Security Council censure
and pressure to recognize Indonesia as an independent state, the Dutch abrogated UUD’45
and declared the United States of Indonesia (RUSI) under a new Federal Constitution
(Konstitusi Republik Indonesia Serikat). There was wide spread rejection of this move by the
Indonesian people. In accordance with Article 43 of the Federal Constitution, which gave the
freedom to States to choose for themselves, 13 of the 16 States of the putative United States
of Indonesia chose to return to the Republic of Indonesia. The other three remaining states
followed suit and President Sukarno declared the Republic of Indonesia on 15 August 1949.
The Federal Constitution was formally enacted on 27 December 1949 when sovereignty
officially transferred from the Netherlands to Indonesia. It only lasted a matter of months to
be replaced by the Provisional Constitution 1950 (Undang-Undang Dasar Sementara
Republik Indonesia 1950, UUDS) promulgated on 17 August 1950 pending the appointment
of a constitutional assembly for a new constitution. When this did not eventuate, Sukarno
abrogated the Provisional Constitution and decreed a return to the original 1945 Constitution
on 5 July 1959 (Presidential Decree No. 150, 1959). UUD’45 established the basic
foundations of an independent Indonesian state but its brevity and vagueness would leave it
open to future political exploitation (Butt & Lindsey, 2012).
Arguably, the three most important components of the 1945 Constitution are the preamble
(containing Pancasila) 3 and both the establishment of the unitary state of the Republic of
Indonesia and a presidential system (Ellis, 2005). They have major symbolic value and
resonance as the founding expression of Indonesia as an independent sovereign state. As
Benedict Anderson (1991) once noted, people who perceive themselves as part of a political
community ultimately imagine it. You cannot meet or know everyone in that community but
you do believe that you have things in common that bind you. In this respect, the nation-state
as a social construct relies on the active re-production and performativity of institutions that
narrate and structure that imagining (Philpott 2002). For political gatekeepers of the
3

The official state ideology of Indonesia has five interrelated principles: a belief in one God, compassionate
humanity, the unity of Indonesia, consensus democracy, and social justice. This loosely reflects traditional
Javanese values and traditions including notions of musyawarah (deliberation), mufakat (consensus),
kekeluargaan (family), manunggaling kawula (unity of the ruler and ruled), and gotong royong (mutual
cooperation).
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Republic’s inheritance, this narrative basis and the upholding of the state ideology (Pancasila)
was and is viewed as non-negotiable (Carnegie, 2019). They would not countenance the
prospect of opening up the Constitution to change that might jeopardize these pillars
(Indrayana, 2005).
Given the above context and an original 1945 Constitution consisting of a mere 71 points
formulated in 37 articles, the extent of the reform from 1999-2002 is substantial by any
measure. The first, second, third and fourth rounds of amendment from 1999-2002 covered
an extensive range of matters totalling 199 provisions. Only 25 points from the 1945
Constitution remained without amendment. In short, the contents of the 1945 constitution
were expanded by approximately 300% (Asshiddiqie, 2005). How was this feat possible?

Getting past the past
As mentioned, to understand the significance of what occurred from 1999-2002, we need to
acknowledge what preceded it. A major issue in the Indonesian case was how to loosen and
dismantle the most repressive governance structures of the preceding authoritarian rule
without shredding beyond recognition the symbolic and substantive constitutional
foundations of the republic.
To elaborate, since Sukarno’s Guided Democracy in the late 1950s, the rhetoric of upholding
the constitutional integrity of the republic (and by extension the nation-building project)
became key political narratives in legitimizing state rule and action (Feith, 1962). Although
not without opposition, it was used as a grammar of action to centralize rule and authority
(Weatherbee, 1987; Carnegie et al, 2016). This governance trend gathered apace under
Suharto (Feith, 1980). He manipulated foundational narratives about the constitution to
prohibit amendments to it. This was clearly in his own interests. There was no term limit on
the Presidency in the 1945 Constitution and he was only ever the sole candidate. Suharto also
set about restructuring the political system to coopt or neutralize potential opposition within
his ruling coalition. Local elites became firmly attached by patronage networks to a
hierarchical state power-base in Jakarta (Antlov, 1995). He did so through a mixture of ‘fear
and reward’ across and between the state bureaucracy, business, and the military (Carnegie,
2010).
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As Harold Crouch (1979, p. 578) once noted, “the New Order bore a strong resemblance to
the patrimonial model…political competition among the elite did not involve policy, but
power and the distribution of spoils.” The regime was such a major socio-economic and
political agent that a pattern of economic growth beset by patrimonial rent-seeking took a
firm grip. It allowed power and resources to become ever more concentrated around
Suharto’s personal rule (MacIntyre, 1991; 2000). He ended up sitting at the apex of not just a
political structure but also “a system akin to business franchising” that allowed him “to
bestow privileges on selected firms.” (McLeod, 2000, p. 101). Suharto’s hold over this
elaborate patronage structure ensured that important economic and political players,
particularly the military, were dependent on state patronage. Its reach extended through
Golkar across the archipelago. Personal favors and ‘franchises’ were exchanged between
state officials, business interests, and community elites. As Richard Robison (1986, p. 105)
noted candidly, it was in effect an “entrenchment and centralization of authoritarian rule by
the military, the appropriation of the state by its officials, and the exclusion of political
parties from effective participation in the decision-making process.”
The New Order was essentially, “a self- perpetuating patronage system from top to bottom,
rewarding those…in it and penalizing all those…excluded” (MacIntyre, 1991, p. 45). For
those on the ‘inside’ there was little incentive or desire to challenge the system. Newly
emerging middle-class beneficiaries saw themselves as ‘in’ and were subsequently
ambivalent toward overturning the status quo irrespective of its repressive downsides.
Demands against the state for greater political freedoms were swapped for the stability of
authoritarian corporatism. This provisional support did, however, depend largely on
Suharto’s ability to keep the economic benefits coming in. Entrepreneurial cronies of Suharto
such as Liem Sioe Liong (Sudono Salim) and The Kian Seng (Mohammad “Bob” Hasan)
became some of the richest men in Asia with the help of regime patronage (Robison, 1986).
He had cultivated these so-called cukong (ﬁnancier/boss) relationships with his select group
of friends, particularly over rounds at the Jakarta Golf Club. State-owned industries were run
with the ﬁnancial backing of these cronies behind the scenes. This allowed high-ranking
military ofﬁcers to play the role of ‘old-time’ Javanese rulers and aristocrats in a
contemporary industrial-scale patron-client setup. Mutually beneﬁcial economic joint
ventures formed between prominent ethnic-Chinese businessmen. The latter acted as the
‘masters’ of capital to the military’s ‘masters’ of politics (MacIntyre, 2000).
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But his over-reliance on personal ‘cronyism’ was a boomerang in motion. While it brought
vast benefit for those involved and levels of development, a dependence on personal
cronyism and resource revenues meant that his ‘repressive developmentalism’ was ill
equipped to weather external economic shocks. The regime was trapped in a pattern of
development yoked to the demands and vagaries of international capital and hollowed out
from the inside by excessive levels of cronyism. Indonesia was not only internally dependent
on the export of raw materials and externally dependent upon international markets and
overseas finance but riddled with corruption and abuses of office. In hindsight, a loss of
confidence in the Indonesian economy on world markets was an accident waiting to happen.
Suharto’s increasingly tenuous economic credibility along with his bankrupt political
legitimacy disintegrated in the wake of the 1997 Asian Financial Crisis.
What he left behind was a highly personalized and centralized legacy of patronage embedded
into the structures of state governance (Carnegie, 2010; Lanti, 2001; Stockmann 2004). In the
wake of Suharto’s downfall, constitutional reformers in Indonesia were faced with the thorny
problem of trying to dismantle the most authoritarian and personalized aspects of the
previous regime’s rule without destabilizing the founding pillars of the republic.

Renegotiating the Present
This meant that constitutional reform had to guard against authoritarian reversion without
jeopardizing the symbolic underpinnings of the republic’s identity (Yusuf & Basalim, 2000).
It was a dialectic that would occasion a reform process best characterized as cautious,
protracted and uneven. Popular distrust and skepticism about the MPR’s ability to function as
an effective constitutional reform body remained high. Although there were public attempts
to engage parliamentarians especially in Jakarta, the little that did occur was fairly poorly
received (Ellis, 2002). As mentioned, the MPR’s decision to take responsibility for
constitutional amendment as an ‘insider job’ rather than ‘outsourcing’ it to some external
body was viewed with suspicion. From a normative standpoint, there was a tangible lack of
strategic planning on how vital components of the process would proceed in terms of conduct
and proposed outcomes that led to drawn out deliberation sessions. The political convention
of achieving some form of consensus (musyawarah dan mufakat) made deliberations of the
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MPR often long and arduous (King, 2001). Many campaigners lost patience and became
frustrated. This did not exactly augur well for a positive outcome.
Yet, after 4 rounds of amendment, the original 1945 Constitution grew from 37 articles to 73,
of which only 11% remain unchanged from the original constitution. There were changes to
the system of presidential elections, term limits and the composition of legislatures. The
Supreme Advisory Council was abolished. A constitutional mandate was given to allocate a
specified amount from the national budget to education. The Constitutional Court was
approved and established. And there was a phased removal of the military’s pre-allocated
seats in Parliament (Ellis, 2005).
As Horowitz (2013, p. 262) argues, rather than pushing through contentious and sweeping
reforms, Indonesia’s adoption of a “gradual, insider-dominated, elections-first [approach to]
constitution making” helped steer it away from potentially damaging polarization and
intergroup violence. It may seem counterintuitive but, in an Aristotelean way, what Horowitz
is alluding to is that steady pragmatic comprises helped elicit acceptance for courses being
charted. Parliamentarians were in a position where they had to negotiate and compromise in
order to find acceptable consensus. A significant step in this process saw the MPR taking
responsibility for reducing its own power (Lindsey, 2002). After 2004, it relinquished its
status as the highest governing body in Indonesia and instead, stood (formally at least) on a
comparable footing with Dewan Perwakilan Raykat (DPR, People’s Representative Council),
the State Audit Board (BPK), the Supreme Court and the Constitutional Court.The
restructured MPR now consists entirely of popularly elected members of the DPR and the
second legislative assembly, Dewan Perwakilan Daerah (DPD, Regional Representatives
Council). Constitutional limitations on the power of the executive also meant that the DPR
gained more formal say in the legislative process through joint approval. The DPR “shall
hold the authority to establish laws” (Article 20 (1) of the 1945 Constitution, First
Amendment).
Furthermore, the Constitutional Court “shall possess the authority to try a case at the first and
final level and shall have the final power of decision in reviewing laws against the
Constitution, determining disputes over the authorities of state institutions whose powers are
given by this Constitution” (Article 24C (1) of the 1945 Constitution, Third Amendment). In
addition, it “shall possess the authority to issue a decision over an opinion of the DPR
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concerning alleged violations by the President and /or Vice-President of this Constitution”
(Article 24C (2) of the 1945 Constitution, Third Amendment).
Komisi Pemilihan Umum (KPU, General Election Commission) was given “a national,
permanent, and independent character” (Article 22E (5) of the 1945 Constitution, Third
Amendment). And Badan Pemeriksa Keuangan Republik Indonesia (BPK, State Audit
Board) was given power to “investigate the management and accountability of state finances”
and “shall be free and independent” (Article 23E (1) of the 1945 Constitution, Third
Amendment).
What this indicates is a restructuring of the state away from a single integral political
sovereignty (previously embodied by the MPR) to a state structure of institutional checks and
balances (Liddle 2002; Asshiddiqie, 2009). Sovereignty now resides “in the hands of the
people and is implemented according to this Constitution” (Article 1(2) of the 1945
Constitution, Third Amendment). And the State “shall be a state based on the rule of law”
(Article 1(3) of the 1945 Constitution, Third Amendment). The adoption of a nonmajoritarian list-PR electoral system was also an attempt to give greater recognition and
representation to Indonesia’s diverse socio-cultural and ethnic makeup, i.e. if a party gets 7%
of the vote that should translate broadly to 7% of the seats in parliament. Such an electoral
design is meant to prevent any one party gaining an outright majority and political
dominance. Increasing competition for office, logistically at least, allows a potential way to
dilute a system previously characterized by top-down executive appointments and vote
manipulation (Carnegie, 2008). Whether or not there has been a dramatic change in new
incumbents’ representational priorities is harder to gauge (Stockmann, 2004).
The DPD was also empowered to propose to the DPR and participate in discussion of “Bills
related to regional autonomy, the relationship of central and local government, formation,
expansion and merger of regions, management of natural resources and other economic
resources, and Bills related to the financial balance between the centre and the regions”
(Articles 22D (1) and 22D (2) of the 1945 Constitution, Third Amendment). It also has a
limited oversight role on implementation (22D (3) of the 1945 Constitution, Third
Amendment). The increase in contestation and competition for office was supposed to
improve representation and legitimacy but it has also been accompanied by new emergent
layers of corruption. Personality and money politics continues to inhabit the body politic
(Johnson Tan, 2006). New provincial political elites still rent-seek to establish patronage
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links with the center (Carnegie, 2008). In many cases, community interests remain
marginalized and relatively subordinate to the interests of local patrons of national parties.
At the highest executive level, the president and vice-president are now “elected as a pair
directly by the people” (Article 6A (1) of the 1945 Constitution, Third Amendment). Since
2004, the president is directly elected and can only serve one renewable five-year term. A
qualified majority voting formula was implemented for presidential elections. It requires the
president elect to gain over half the total country wide vote in addition to over 20% of the
vote in half of the Indonesian provinces. This is supposed to encourage more moderate
candidates; ones who can appeal to different interests and form alliances across party lines
and maintain broad support across the country (Liddle and Mujani, 2006). The report card is
mixed on that front (NDI, 2001; Sukma, 2009).
Evidently, problems and flaws do persist. Indeed, the process has been rather more fraught
than advocates of institutional re-design might imply. Indonesia continues to struggle with
issues of corruption, policy ineffectiveness, judicial impartiality, institutional frictions, and
personality politics (Butt 2012). Yet, despite ongoing issues and constraining legacies, as this
article argues, the outcome of constitutional reform was not negative. The intervening years
have witnessed a transition, if not always without difficulty, from authoritarian rule to
functioning multi-party democracy with all its benefits and shortcomings (Carnegie, 2014).
There has been a routinization of democratic institutionalism. As Horowitz (2006, p.135)
surmises “in law, as in life, what is routine is often more important than what is exceptional.”
According to Mietzner (2010), as worries over creeping democratic stagnation spread, many
Indonesians have been grateful for the existence of institutions like the Constitutional Court
and Komisi Pemberantasan Korupsi (KPK, Corruption Eradication Commission) and their
ability to largely ring-fence themselves from outside interference. Since its establishment, the
active role the Constitutional Court in Indonesia has played should be welcomed. As
Horowitz (2006, p.131) has cautioned, “not even the most careful design of a constitutional
court can guarantee that it will become a bulwark of law and guarantor of human rights.”
While the Court’s ‘judicial activism’ has created certain institutional tensions over the years,
it has sought to protect and expand democratic rights and buttressed its credentials and
autonomy (Butt, 2007; Mahfud, 2009). The Constitutional Court has played a significant role
in Indonesia’s political transformation with its actions and decisions garnering popular
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support (Mietzner, 2010). In short, it has proven itself to be an agent of democratic
consolidation.
The most important development in the wider scheme has been the acceptance of a
constitutional framework of contestation by all major political actors. Large-scale violent
conflict between major socio-political forces has decreased substantially and political rights
and civil liberties are now on a much improved footing to previously (Freedom House, 2010).
Given the potential for authoritarian regression and some fairly persistent obstacles, this is a
significant achievement. And thankfully, after major protests, the ratification of the draft
criminal code (decades in the making) has been postponed pending further input on several
controversial articles. The implementation of which would have placed human rights and
civil liberties on a backward footing in the country.

Trouble on the Horizon?
Several scholars have recently flagged signs of fragility and illiberal regression in Indonesia’s
democracy (Aspinall et al., 2020; Diprose et al., 2019; Warburton and Aspinall, 2019; Power,
2018). Varying tropes about Indonesia’s disintegrative illiberal tendencies, democratic
decline and protracted un-consolidation should be nothing new for Indonesia watchers.
There has been concerted pressure from well-funded illiberal forces and actors and their
threat to further democratic consolidation is real. Of late, the prime examples of this trend are
the populist and polarizing alliance between Prabowo Subianto and a cadre of vocal hardline
Islamist groups, in particular Islamic Defender’s Front (Front Pembela Islam, FPI) alongside
the so-called ‘212 protests’ instigated by people like Buni Yani that demanded the
prosecution for blasphemy of ex-Jakarta Governor Basuki ‘Ahok’ Tjahaja Purnama. Having
said this, without wanting to misplace expectations on the substantive quality of Indonesian
democracy, its constitutional framework has shown, shall we say, not quite robust but decent
resilience in the face of these stress tests especially since 2014. The results of the 2019
elections largely back up that diagnosis. This is despite concerns over various decisions of
President Joko Widodo of late and PDI-P (Indonesian Democratic Party of Struggle) plans to
reinstitute the MPR as the highest governing body responsible for determining State Policy
Guidelines.
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However, religiously infused intolerance and militancy is a complex issue in Indonesia. This
is especially the case with the rise of hard-line religious views bolstered by a proliferation of
Salafi-oriented pesantren (Islamic boarding schools) primarily funded from Saudi Arabia in
recent decades (Thayer, 2008; Savirani, 2020). It is an issue that requires not only
constitutional remedies but political will to address effectively. In a de jure sense, the
constitution does provide legal-rational provision to combat intolerance, “every person shall
have the right of recognition, guarantees, protection and certainty before a just law, and of
equal treatment before the law…[and] the right to the freedom to believe his/her faith
(kepercayaan), and to express his/her views and thoughts, in accordance with his/her
conscience” (28D (1) and 28E (2) of the 1945 Constitution, Second Amendment). But there
is often a reticence on the part of elements within Indonesia’s police and security apparatus
tackle the grey area between expressing extreme views and outright militancy (Carnegie,
2015; Kurniawan 2018). The limited consequences for those promoting intolerance and
inciting sectarian persecution serves to further embolden extremist thought and action.
In terms of electoral forewarning, the prospects of Prabowo’s wealthy and much younger
running mate, Sandiago Uno, (now firmly embedded in the populace’s electoral
consciousness) might also give us pause. Jokowi can no longer run in the next election.
Political and societal moderates will have to coalesce to prevent such a well-funded and
divisively populist candidate leveraging the issue of religion for plutocratic ends. Prabowo is
on the wane, Uno’s run in 2024 is where the real game is afoot.

Learning by Doing
What lessons can we draw from Indonesia’s constitutional reform process? Firstly, as
detailed, constitutional reform does not derive exclusively from a free play of unconstrained
choice; legacies inherited from the past condition the process. Second, establishing an
organizational context with the potential to cultivate a qualitatively different type of
governance requires negotiation and compromise. Third, routinization of constitutionally
mandated politics is more about acceptance than achieving normative ideals. Relevant
political actors must accept (and consequently be contained) within the new ‘rules of the
game’.
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The likelihood of democratic consolidation increases when they are willing to contest their
agendas within the constitutional rules of checks, balances, contestation and procedure being
established (Przeworski, 1991). Gradual constitutional reform can assist in that task, albeit by
degrees. In sum, what the Indonesia’s reform process does illustrate well is that for function
to follow form (which is never guaranteed) takes negotiation, compromise and acceptance.
The legal-institutional structure of the Indonesia state is now more democratic in form than
previously but problems do persist. A more formal separation of powers has emerged
between the executive, legislature and judicial branches of government but not always in
practice. Human rights protections are now more delineated as norms but their upholding by
the institutions of the state is uneven at best. It goes without saying that reorienting
habituated patterns of political power takes time. There is, however, to coin Linz and Stepan
(1996), a platform to promote broader norms of political behaviour and democratic
consolidation.

Conclusion
A country’s past is unavoidable but how it negotiates past that past is what matters. As the
Indonesian experience demonstrates, a gradualist approach can assist in that endeavor. The
country’s reforms followed an unusual path but with the advantage of opportunity, timing
and momentum the approach created enough time and space to de-compress tensions
amongst major political actors and promote acceptance. Looking back, despite its normative
shortcomings, Indonesia’s reform process has managed to translate into a meaningful level of
democratic constitutionalism.
This tells us that constitutional reform does not have to follow or reflect western norms. What
emerges might not meet an abstract western liberal definition of constitutional democracy but
in the real world there is no one-size-fits-all definition, rather many variations. Merely stating
this does, however, raise difficult questions of interpretation. Coming to grips with
relationships between political agency and narratives of history, culture, and identity in the
study of constitutional reform is not straightforward. Complex local terrains with multiple
conditioning factors affect decisions and strategies of reform in different ways.
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Nonetheless, it seems fair to state that constitutional templates transferred from one setting
and adopted (often under external pressure) into another setting deserve to be treat with
caution. The terms they set are not necessarily appropriate for countries with specific patterns
of socio-economic arrangements, religious tensions and ethno-cultural cleavages. It is
unreasonable to assume that countries with different political institutionalization, sociocultural heritage, or economic fundamentals to achieve a readymade sense of
constitutionalism overnight in a manner that fully conforms to abstract constitutional norms.
If the goal of a reform process is to constitute a stable future from a troubled past, hopefully,
this paper has illustrated the importance of gradualism, political comprise and negotiation.
These are the ingredients that improve the chances of reproducing accepted and localized
constitutional politics overtime. Lastly, to paraphrase Clifford Geertz, ‘we must leave those
who find pleasure in passing sweeping censures on whole nations, to do so as they like…
[Indonesia will] live on with or without their approval.’
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Abstract
Since the declaration of Soviet Perestroika and Glasnost (Перестройка и Гласность) in the
second half of the 1980s, this Soviet ideological product has been continuously studied in
both the West and the post-Soviet space. On an international level, Glasnost (openness), a
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key constituent of Perestroika, is treated as the most vivid example of the media model of
change and development.
Without studying the Georgian periodicals from this point in history, meaning the second half
of the 1980s, it is impossible to analyze the incremental development of the media in the era
of independence, and to paint a picture drawing on historical context, to explain
interdependence and cause and effect relationships, and to systematize empiric knowledge.
This paper seeks to examine and systemize growing expectation-related sentiments as a result
of declared Glasnost (openness), transformation of editorial policy, and qualitatively
modified communication in the periodicals from the second half of the 1980s. The paper
offers a review of a particular section from a vast study/thesis, Refraction of the Concept of
Perestroika and Glasnost in the Georgian Print Media, which refers to the significance of
Perestroika and Glasnost for a specific artistic social strata, those engaged in the areas of
literature and cinema, also reflecting their changing expectations and the confirmed results of
Perestroika and Glasnost as a means for enhanced opportunities.

Keywords
Search keywords: Perestroika, Glasnost, acceleration, economic accounting, repressions,
emigrants, national issue, independence, self-determination, Stalinism, banned authors,
national movement leaders.

Introduction
The traditionally accepted starting point of the Perestroika policy is the April 1985 Plenary
Session of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union when, in the
context of preparation for the 27th Congress, Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev urged the
Communist Party to put to work its organizational, economic, and social reserves and to
accelerate economic reform.
By the time of Perestroika’s declaration, Glasnost was not an end in itself but rather a
supplementary means (and not a policy) for said acceleration, that is, economic reform.
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According to Nicholas Powell (Powell, 2011), when Gorbachev came to power in 1985, the
Soviet Union was a shadow of its former self. The country was in stagnation. Scores of
troops were lost in the war in Afghanistan. Recognizing an economic crisis in full swing,
Gorbachev embarked on a path of his own making, a plan called Perestroika. This program
was designed to rights the wrongs of previous generations. Powell argues that Gorbachev
sought to achieve popular support in order to carry out economic restructuring under
Perestroika.
Although Glasnost accompanying Perestroika did succeed in changing public opinion, the
new ideology only boosted skepticism and undermined the bonds between the center and the
periphery. Powell believes that the deterioration of solid bonds was one of the key effects of
Glasnost all over the place—in the Baltic Republics, the Caucasus, and Siberia alike. The
demise of the Soviet Union was the collateral outcome of Perestroika through Glasnost.
This process of Perestroika was not thought-out well. The party’s urgings were not
supplemented with clear instructions for the media. Changes were put on automatic pilot,
without considering concrete criteria. That, however, would not prevent the media to use this
opportunity to start actively transforming after a two- or three-year hiatus. If the Georgian
language newspapers in 1985-1986 were involved mostly in copying and publishing
Perestroika-related party documents—with the notion of Glasnost mentioned only in phatic
context—since 1987, the media started considering Glasnost as an opportunity to grow more
active, to diversify content topics, and gain freedom.
The changes implemented under the umbrella term of Perestroika resulted in qualitatively
updated newspapers and radio and TV broadcasting in the second half of the 1980s.
It is in that period that changes occur in the interaction between media narrative, the attitude
of authors, facts, and their interpretations—reality is perceived from a different angle, and
history is reconsidered; and, importantly, reader engagement intensifies, with the audience
creating and defining the newspaper agenda by transforming into a source, a cause, a
feedback initiator, and a monitor in one.
Genre and thematic analysis of the Georgian periodicals from this period, alongside the
volume of inbound correspondence, bears witness to the readership’s tremendous
invigoration, to the media going social, so to speak, enabling the them to exist and be
productive in defiance of censorship.
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Scientific Literature Overview/Historical Background
Fierce debates on the essence of Perestroika and Glasnost, and their impact on the vast postSoviet space, have carried over into the 21st century. The issue found itself under scrutiny as
early as the 1980s to continue to be studied as an enormously diverse and multifaceted topic
through the prism of communication sciences, Sovietology, and sociology.
According to Hopkins (Hopkins, 1970), overconcentration on success stories and objectives
renders the media defunct. This postulate from Hopkins perfectly illustrates the dulness of the
Soviet-era media and best fits the Soviet reality.
By the mid-1980s, it became crystal clear to Soviet leaders, including Mikhail Gorbachev,
that change was in order. Soviet leadership significantly—albeit with certain reservations—
promoted the freedom of speech and christened it Glasnost.
Hough (Hough, 1980) argues that the publications in the official media of that time
represented officially sanctioned public discourse.
David Wedgwood Benn (Benn, 1987) believes that, by 1986, the Soviet media focused on
local wrongs or secondary issues, with the media orchestrated “from above.” Glasnost
accentuated the importance of “social justice.”
Benn also argues that old ideological principles were designed to be used for new objectives
under the Perestroika fabric—to curb bureaucracy, for one. Consequently, the new campaign
in itself was nothing new, being only designed for new objectives, namely for ensuring
bottom-up control.
By losing its reputation, the media would squander the power of influencing public opinion,
which is why, the Soviet leadership believed, policy change would have detrimental
consequences. At the same time, enhanced openness (Glasnost) could be more fundamental
in questioning the nature of the Soviet system.
According to Lagerspetz (Lagerspetz, 1964), the way social problems were covered by the
Soviet media was part of the official discourse conflicting with the unofficial one. And this
very conflict between common sense and the official discourse brought about the collapse of
the system and uncontrollable processes.
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Brian McNair (McNair, 1989), in his study Glasnost and restructuring in the Soviet media,
argues that the Glasnost campaign was a necessary and overdue response to internal and
external developments which threatened the ideological hegemony of the Soviet Communist
Party at home and the status of the Soviet Union as a major world power.
McNair detects parallels between Gorbachev’s ideological approaches to qualitative societal
change and Khrushchev’s strategy, also arguing that Glasnost was a temporary phenomenon,
to be followed at some point in the future by a return to neo-Stalinist orthodoxy. History has
proved McNair wrong as Glasnost marked the beginning of the end of Communist.
Later, McNair (1991) claimed that, with the Soviet media agenda expanding since 1985, a
wide array of previously tabooed topics emerged. A quintessential Glasnost example is
Pravda newspaper, the central Soviet party publication trying to imitate Western counterparts.
McNair concludes that “All that is glasnost is not gold” (p. 169).
Robert Louis Stevenson and his coauthors (Stevenson, Childers, West, Marschalk, 1988)
argue that, even though Glasnost may have been revolutionary by Soviet standards, Western
readers would find the Soviet media of that time more like the old-days Western media.
The researchers define Glasnost as follows: Gorbachev, having inherited economic
stagnation, sought to establish an effective dictatorship, not Western liberalism. And the mass
media was a tool of this policy, an instrumental part in the hands of the ruling regime.
Stevenson believes that the most tangible impact of Glasnost on Soviet journalism lay in “the
cosmetic cool breeze,” meaning a milder form of traditionally strict control. For journalists,
Glasnost stood for an opportunity to investigate previously banished topics.
Based on the analysis of Pravda and Vremya in 1987, the researchers point out that these
media outlets, in early 1987, resembled themselves in 1977, not the Western media:
“Those who expect Soviet mass media to have assumed a glasnost role similar to that
of the critical, watchdog Western media, will be disappointed. Pravda and Vremya in
early 1987 remain more like they were in 1977 than like today's Western media. But
there are changes, important changes, that are evident even without the benefit of a
detailed comparable assessment ten years earlier. There is open and critical
reporting—up to a point, of course and these two premier Soviet organs do seem to be
on the cutting edge of great changes taking place in the Soviet Union” (p.16).
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The study reveals that the Glasnost-age media focused mostly on covering domestic issues.
Broadcasting targeting international audiences paid little attention to “bad news.”
Emphasizing the economy in shambles was reserved for domestic coverage.
The researcher draws three important conclusions concerning the Glasnost-era Soviet media.
Those expecting the Glasnost-era Soviet mass media to do the same as the critical Western
media were disenchanted. Still, far-reaching changes were obvious. Reporting grew more
open and critical. Changes applied to the character and form of news coverage. Events
unrelated directly to the Soviet Union or Marxism were covered as well. Compared to
historical prospects, greater attention was paid to news. The Soviet Union redirected its
attention from the Eastern European neighbors to its competitors, Western Europe and,
especially, the United States. Pravda and Vremya exhibited an obsession of sorts claiming
that the two super empires, the Soviet Union and the US, were equal. “To talk of glasnost in
Soviet journalism as revolution seems to be an overstatement. It is reform, significant but
controlled reform,” the author concludes (p.17).
He Zhou (He Zhou, 1988)—who also studied Pravda newspaper in 1986-1987 to identify
changes in the Soviet news concept—emphasizes that these changes seem to have started
with a slight revision of Lenin's doctrine of an agitating, propagandist, educational, and
organizational press. The Soviet press was assigned a new role, that of an observer of life,
chronicler of the present day, and accumulator of public opinion.
One of the indicators of changes in the Soviet concept of news was the tone of articles.
Besides, news stories were released in a timelier manner, and coverage focus and scope
expanded tremendously, more factual information, human-interest and entertainment stories,
and moderately negative items emerged to grow in volume.
According to He Zhou, Gorbachev used Glasnost for his narrow personal purpose of
undermining opposition and gain popular support for economic reforms. He recruited media
to tackle bureaucracy and enjoy direct communication with the public, bypassing red-tape
filters.
According to Leslie Holmes (Holmes, 2013), Perestroika was initially conceived as a concept
focusing on economy. Mikhail Gorbachev sought to deliver the country’s economy from
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stagnation, which is why he declared Perestroika, Glasnost, democratization, acceleration,
and new political thinking designed to reawaken the sleeping bear.
When Gorbachev came to power, the Soviet Union was not only unable to compete with the
West, but also lagged far behind economically. Better still, the population running out of
patience was a real threat.
Amid this very context, Gorbachev announced Perestroika, which boosted public criticism of
bureaucracy—both Soviet leaders and even the very foundations of the Communist system
found themselves under fire. And criticism against the state was the most dangerous thing to
do.
Holmes emphasizes the controversial nature of Perestroika:
“That the word perestroika can be translated in different ways—most commonly as
either re-structuring or reconstruction—testifies to the fact that observers disagree on
how radical it was or was intended to be, and what it represented. The term restructuring is generally assumed to imply change that is less radical and
comprehensive than reconstruction. Examining the ways in which Gorbachev himself
used the term does not resolve this debate. At times, the General Secretary made it
clear that he anticipated a number of policy changes, albeit some of them fairly radical.
At other times, he went as far as to equate perestroika with revolution” (p. 187).
Holmes, in compiling various scientific views on Glasnost, points out that Glasnost, in the
second half of the 1980s, transformed into nationalism in the Soviet Republics. And this
nationalism was one of the decisive factors in the collapse of the Soviet Union and,
consequently, of the Communist system.
Elizabeth Teague (Teague, 2013), who distinguishes — and rightly so — Perestroika from
Glasnost, emphasizes that Glasnost, after having slipped through Gorbachev’s fingers, grew
even more successful than Perestroika itself. Glasnost inspired society to voice its concerns
loudly.
Elizabeth Teague, in her paper Workers’ Reaction to Perestroika and Glasnost, underlines
that:
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“By the autumn of 1986, Gorbachev had apparently become convinced that
opposition to economic reform was so strong and deeply entrenched, until it was
overcome, any improvement in the country’s economic would be impossible. It was
then that he switched the focus to political reform. During the next phase of
Gorbachev’s leadership (1987-89), much greater political openness (glasnost)
permitted” (p. 167).
According to Bulsys and Makay (Bulsys & Makay, 1989), Glasnost boosted the cultivation of
“an ideologically flexible, politically tolerant, and socially progressive” Russian idea in the
West. The scholars believe that Glasnost, given the equivocality of its specific meaning,
turned into a consolidated system of free word in open society. Misinterpretation of Glasnost
increased public expectations of changes to the Soviet system, thus resulting in an equal
amount of overwhelming disappointment.
The authors also point out five key problematic issues, failure to consider which contributed
to the absence of systematization in public policy.
“First, while Gorbachev has proclaimed that the mass media are the major platform
of glasnost, unfettered communication channels do not exist... second, the changes
advanced through glasnost have not been institutionalized. No legal code presently
exists to protect rights of free and open expression, although such codification is
reported to be under consideration... third, glasnost is unevenly applied in the Soviet
Union... fourth, glasnost is bound to "economic liberties" of guaranteed employment,
housing, and medical care, less to the political freedoms cherished by the West...
fifth, Gorbachev's definition of glasnost as ‘constructive criticism’ circumscribes
public debate about political principles and the values upon which they rest” (Ibid. p.
63).
According to Joseph Gibbs (Gibbs, 1999), Gorbachev’s Glasnost was a hypothetical reform
allowing for broad, albeit still scrutinized, public media discourse on selected topics.
Gibbs underlines that the situation in the centralized Soviet media changed drastically after
Mikhail Gorbachev’s coming to power in 1985 and the declaration of Glasnost. Before
Perestroika, the Soviet media were designed to perform what Western content analysis terms
as result-oriented, instrumental communication. Messages were systematically formulated
with the sole purpose of influencing the receiver.
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The scholar argues that Glasnost was initially a top-down process of which Gorbachev
gradually lost control. In non-media applications—where it actually originated under
Andropov—Glasnost stood for informing discussions on alternative directions of the party’s
performance and encouraging criticism of state and party officials.
Gibbs asserts that Glasnost had an irreversible impact on Soviet reality:
“Glasnost had come full circle. In 1984-85, openness had been promoted as a way to
end an ‘anything goes’ atmosphere in government and party bodies. By 1988, the
critics of glasnost—and quite a few of its supporters—were charging that its indiscreet
use had made society completely permissive. Although its course had been erratic and
its use selective and often partisan, glasnost had altered Soviet life irreversibly” (p.
87).
John Murray (Murray, 1990) argues that the content of the Perestroika-era Soviet press saw
tremendous change. The combination of new content and language transformed Soviet
journalism. At the initial stage of Glasnost, Murray says, it was not clear that the policy to be
followed by enormous freedoms for the press was encouraged by Gorbachev. By 1987,
however, it became evident that Glasnost was more than a temporary liberal phenomenon
allowed by a new, inexperienced leader.
At a later stage of Glasnost (1988-1990), readers and editors saw that different, vanguard
press outlets like Ogoniok4 and Moscow News5 were not shut down and survived, and
publications by unofficial media entities, so-called samizdat6 outlets, grew as well.
According to Vidyarthi (Vidyarthi, 2008), Mikhail Gorbachev’s aspirations to reorganize the
system was botched. Vidyarthi names several factors behind this failure. Perestroika, which
started in extremely difficult economic conditions, was way overdue as the Soviet Union was
already decaying. In addition, no exact parameters for Perestroika were articulated, which
intensified public distrust.
Gorbachev’s efforts brought about popular protest and encouraged it in a number of forms of
expression. At the same time, Gorbachev never amended legislation in line with Perestroika,
4

Огонёк (Rus.) is a Soviet and Russian weekly illustrated political and literary magazine.
Moscow News was a Soviet English-language magazine.
6
Самиздат (Rus.) a form of dissident activity in the Soviet Union in which individuals reproduced censored
and underground makeshift publications.
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hence there was no adequate framework for Perestroika. The weak economy and
technological stagnation fueled society’s hatred toward Communism. Given the foregoing,
announcing Glasnost and Perestroika further intensified people’s frustration. In fact, Glasnost
and Perestroika turned into the last straw that broke the Soviet Union’s back.
Vidyarthi’s views are, to some extent, seconded by Richard Rakos (Rakos, 1991), who argues
that Perestroika was an enormous experiment that failed—it could not offer clearly defined
values to address global challenges.
“Glasnost is the behavioral foundation of perestroika, in other words, the basis for the
development of an efficient and effective socialism. Far from heralding the death of
socialism, it signifies recognition that people must be directly involved in that which
they own, that is, the country's resources,” (p.92) Rakos argues.
Ellen Mickiewicz (Mickiewicz, 1988) commends openness and diversity of opinions as the
key innovation introduced by Glasnost. The scholar argues that the local media were
inconsistent in applying openness and, thus, were not considered as reliable as the central
media. At the same time, Glasnost obliterated the boundaries of the acceptable further than
Gorbachev would ever anticipate.
Later in 2008, Mickiewicz emphasized that, given the institutional incapacitation of sorts, the
process of media democratization proved insufficient in a number of countries under the
Soviet system.
Sarah Oates (Oates, 2014) believes that Glasnost as a policy was not only supportive of
media freedoms, but also stood for media diversification stemming from a lack of control.
Back when Soviet journalists were not what Western standards would define as sufficiently
trained, the relaxation of centralized control and the diversity of political views gave rise to
pluralism, something new in the Soviet arrangement of that time.
Consequently, Soviet readers enjoyed a diverse media environment at a later stage of
Glasnost. Studies reveal that Soviet readers perceived this change as dissonance advocated by
dangerous officials. Oates opines that, according to one of the classic Soviet historical myths,
Glasnost was a form of media freedom. That the Soviet media system failed to match the
Western one under Glasnost did not bother the Soviet leaders. What this dissonance model
created was a lack of trust in the central structures of government. The Soviet system dealt a
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heavy blow to the media and its image. Because of myriad domestic and foreign problems,
the real power of the Soviet country was threatened, especially at the beginning. The Soviet
media, before Glasnost, did not take much interest in the image of a strong central
government and a common vision. The illusion was shattered to be replaced by chaos.
Lampert (Lampert, 1988) admits that Gorbachev’s Perestroika enjoyed a considerable impact
both in the Soviet Union and abroad. The scholar singles out three aspects: press criticism of
officialdom in the context of intensified conflict within the leadership; greater pluralism in
the world of publishing and its significance for the relationship between the state and
intelligentsia; and the problem of bad news in light of traditional Soviet ideology.
The scholar underlines that Glasnost and self-criticism accommodated a greater degree of
animosity among state bureaucrats accused of causing numerous problems in the country’s
everyday life. This inner-party conflict built on the clash between citizens and the state. In the
period of understaffing and economic transformation, the state declared war on itself. And
that constitutes the main dilemma posed by Glasnost.
According to Lampert, Gorbachev, in traditional meetings with editors, insisted on properly
understanding Glasnost. For example, at one such forum, he stated:
“We are for glasnost without any reservations, without restrictions. But for glasnost in
the interests of socialism. And to the question, are there limits to glasnost', criticism,
democracy, we answer firmly, if glasnost, criticism, democracy are in the interests of
the people, then they have no limits” (p.56).
This way, Gorbachev reiterated the limited character of both Perestroika and Glasnost.
However, alongside pluralism, previously tabooed topics were allowed in the media, also
making it possible to include/feature statistics. Changes applied to so-called bad news
coverage, with enhanced reporting on accidents and natural disasters. After a period of
painful silence, Chernobyl found itself in the spotlight of the Soviet press. Such inconvenient
and unrecognized phenomena as drug abuse, prostitution, and crime made novel appearances.
Ultimately, Lampert arrives at three key conclusions. Glasnost is an attempt to empower the
press as a basic constituent of the party apparatus in the face of the centrifugal tendencies of
the political system. The process expanded at the expense of deeper public debate and relaxed
cultural controls, essential elements for an alliance between reformists and reform-oriented
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intelligentsia. Glasnost and increased pressure resulted in more bad news taken on board and
an increased flow of information delivered to the public.
Declared Glasnost is a historical and contested process with social actors making specific
choices. This process, however, is accompanied by difficulties, among others: “These
difficulties are not defined by reference to Western experience or to Western criteria of 'good'
press behavior or cultural policy. The dilemmas are 'immanent' ones that arise from the
relationship between conflicting stated goals,” (p. 60) Lampert argues. In 1988, he expected
said difficulties to intensify.
Similar to Lampert, many researchers (Oates [2014], Young & Launer [1991], Taylor [2013])
believe that the disaster at the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant was a critical turning point for
the Soviet regime. Chernobyl shed light on the hollowness of Glasnost, serving this way as a
catalyst by forcing the Soviet leadership to admit that change was in order. Perestroika
researchers believe that the Chernobyl disaster was the extreme point marking the beginning
of irreversible processes eventually leading to the collapse of the Soviet Union.
Mary Dejevsky (Dejevsky, 1989) shares Lampert’s position by arguing that Gorbachev did
not identify openness with genuine press freedom. Gorbachev was guided by the criteria of
placing Glasnost, criticism, and democracy in service to Socialism and the people.
Dejevsky also opines that 1987-1988 were a period of breaking taboos and reevaluating
history. The press started disclosing widely known facts preserved in the narrative of
contemporaries, including those pertaining to POW camps:
“Once given the green light, however, the press has moved further and faster in
opening up new subjects for public discussion. Nowhere has the role of the press—or
rather a section of it—been greater than in developing the discussion of Soviet
history, especially in reappraising the role of Stalin and Stalinism. In the second half
of 1987 and through 1988, the press raked over the past and uncovered facts and
figures which were widely known, but had not been publicly acknowledged before in
the Soviet Union” (p. 27).
Nicholas Powell (Powell, 2011) believes that collapse was the result of Perestroika through
Glasnost, which not only brought about the end the Soviet Union, but also buried the career
of its own architect, Gorbachev.
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“It was the collateral outcome of perestroika through glasnost that brought about the
end of Soviet Communism. The system did not collapse, as is sometimes understood.
A collapse would indicate a sudden and complete fall from grace. Instead it crumbled
gradually, and certainly not from a high position. It really is one of history’s great
paradoxes: to survive, Soviet Communism had to compromise, but if it compromised,
it could not survive,” (p.123) Powell suggests.

In discussing the Russian media, Becker (Becker, 2004) points out that, thanks to the high
expectations and enthusiasm of the Glasnost era, the media enjoyed a unique emerging
environment in that they, on one hand, received financing from the government and, on the
other, the authorities would not interfere as much with the domain of content. However, the
hopes that Russia’s media system would become democratic were dashed. Nonetheless, the
Russian media in the 1990s did take steps toward democratization, with media control
waning and media owners coming to the fore. The researcher believes that seminal changes
took place under Gorbachev, but Russia failed to come together as a democratic system.
Soviet researchers Victor Britvin and Mikhail Karakhanyan (Бритвин, Караханян, 1991), in
their work Glasnost: Condition, Problems, Prospects, review the results of surveys on
Glasnost conducted in Moscow and other big cities of the Soviet Union. The Russian scholars
underline diverse perceptions of the notion of Glasnost which, in essence, apply to human
rights and freedoms and the freedom of speech alike. Still, freedom and communality are its
most accentuated meanings.
A big part of the respondents (44%) of 1989 surveys take Glasnost as an opportunity to
express any opinion (without fear of retaliation), and 27% consider the factor of Glasnost to
play a positive role, while a majority of the respondents (56%) ascribe an equivocal role to
Glasnost. About 10% of the interviewees (1990) believe that Glasnost has a negative impact
on the process of Perestroika. This indicator was 9% in 1989. Similarly, the statistics of
positive assessments of Glasnost saw a decline in 1990 among experts as well, with 8% of the
experts interviewed in 1990 slamming Glasnost’s impact on Perestroika as negative, and 12%
failing to see any ties between Glasnost and Perestroika.
According to 1989-1990 surveys, Glasnost is defined as mandatory disclosure of all
governmental decisions, openness in the performance of state institutions, public
organizations, and officials, also a policy of mandatorily disclosing and taking into account
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the results of surveys in important decision-making in public and political life, as well as
ensuring the right of people’s access to information, freedom of speech, and pluralism.
According to said surveys, most experts (62%) point our improved media performance.
Similar to their Western counterparts, Britvin and Karakhanyan conclude that the
development of Glasnost is controversial, accompanied by not only an increasing volume of
objective information, but also by disinformation. Still, Glasnost served as the main driver
behind the democratization of Soviet society.
“The development of Glasnost is controversial. It is accompanied not only by a
growing amount of objective information, but also by disinformation. Given the
absence of necessary political culture, tolerance toward a different opinion, and
consideration for the interests of various social and ethnic groups, disinformation may
contribute to intensified conflict situations, lead to growing societal tensions. With
deepening economic and political crises, which have dealt a heavy blow to most of
the country’s population, signs of ‘fatigue with Glasnost’ are evident” (p. 11).
Britvin and Karakhanyan argue that, in 1990, the Soviet Union entered a dangerously critical
stage of development. The citizens’ tormenting expectation of a miracle from Glasnost gave
way to disenchantment. The deepening crisis, reflecting in the everyday lives of people,
eclipsed the significance of Glasnost.
As for Georgia, similar to other peripheries, Perestroika’s arrival was delayed, and its
development took a different turn.
Georgian researcher Khatuna Maisashvili (2016) emphasizes that expectations from Glasnost
were different among the ruling force and the Western world. They were equally different in
the Baltic Republics and Georgia where a demand for independence was voiced.
Maisashvili (2018), in characterizing the later period of Perestroika, points out that, under the
influence of two types of political elite (nomenclature and national liberation) in the late
1980s, twofold Glasnost content emerged within Georgia’s media system: so-called proGlasnost (official media) and anti-Glasnost (new independent media). The leaders of the
national liberation movement interfered, among others, with the content of the statecontrolled media. According to the researcher, the nomenclature responsible for the content
of Glasnost in Georgia was alienated, detached from the public and unconvincing in power—
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and, in contrast to what happened in Russia, failed as such to transform into an independent
player in the process of Perestroika. The new media springing up in the process of
Perestroika, for example, would not share the anti-Stalinist discourse of Perestroika. Unlike
the official media, the informal media reevaluated history through criticism of Marxism, and
through nationalist discourse, not at all a directive of Perestroika. Thus, revision of history
took place in the informal media instead of the mainstream media.
“Two types of political elites influenced Georgia’s media system in the 1989-1990s.
Under the influence of these elites, twofold Glasnost content was created: pro- and
anti-Glasnost, that of nomenclature in the official media, and of the national liberation
movement’s leaders in the media of newly emerging political unions. The boundaries
of this influence over the media, however, were not delineated as clearly as in the case
of superficial, formalized review. The leaders of the national liberation movement
would not settle for influencing the media content created by the publications under
their control. They would penetrate nomenclature-controlled outlets as well. This,
among others, may have been due to the fetal state of the liberal-democratic
Intelligentsia in Georgia” (p. 120).
According to television and radio researcher Eldar Iberi, Perestroika in Georgian television
revealed itself in the form of a kind of tolerance toward dissident and national liberation
ideas. The tragedy of April 9 marked the end of one historical era spanning 70 years and the
beginning of a new one involving the restoration of Georgian statehood, one that saw the
removal of Georgian national television’s restrictions on religious and national themes.
Researcher Nato Tatarashvili (2003) objectively shares the dominant opinion of international
researchers about Perestroika developing in the center, with the peripheries placed in hiatus
for a long time. She also emphasizes that no significant changes took place in Georgian
television prior to the tragedy of April of 1989. And it was only after April 9 that television
stepped up communication with the audience, with inbound correspondence increasing. The
process of media decentralization and democratization kicked off.
Review of Perestroika-related scientific literature reveals that this process was difficult and
controversial, eventually generating unplanned results impossible to project in 1985-1986.
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Subject Study
On an international level, the Perestroika-era media are studied mostly through the prism of
Sovietology, and even that predominantly covers Russian-language media. Historical context
bears witness to the importance of coverage of Perestroika and its product, Glasnost, and
studying their impacts by the media.
Research Aims and Objectives
The full work (thesis), Refraction of the Concept of Perestroika and Glasnost in the
Georgian Print Media, encompasses attempts at scientifically identifying and substantiating
what journalists gained after the lifting of taboos, what messages they sent to their audiences,
and how media language changed in the absence of clear criteria of “allowed freedom.”
The research aims to characterize the changes in media texts (content, quality of criticism,
tabooed topics pitched, rewriting/reinterpreting history, changing attitude) in the period of
partial freedoms “allowed from above.”
Based on a comparison of empiric and experimental materials, we decided to divide Glasnost
in Georgia into two phases: before and after the tragedy of April 9, 1989. The research’s
hypothesis and questions were formulated accordingly.
The main question of our thesis is as follows: What meaning does Perestroika bear for the
specific social group of litterateurs and filmmakers?
The research’s main question was actualized into two layers: What changes took place in the
content of Literaturli Sakartvelo (Literary Georgia) and Kartuli Filmi (Georgian Film)
newspapers under Perestroika? What effect Perestroika and Glasnost had on the Georgian
print media, and how Perestroika reflected in media texts? What did Glasnost bring to the
media as a product of Perestroika? What topics and issues are relevant in the research period?
Theory
• The media, finding themselves without clear explanations and instructions, developed
their own attitudes/concepts and perceptions of Perestroika and Glasnost, all of which
eventually transformed into an interest in previously prohibited themes like criticism
of the government, national issues, independence, historical revisionism, and the
emergence of banned authors, ultimately to start materializing as media freedom.
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Media content changed substantially at the expense of emerging diversity and
developing criticism.
Overview of Sources
A timeframe between 1985 and 1990 in the performance of Literaturli Sakartvelo (Literary
Georgia) and Kartuli Filmi (Georgian Film) was selected for research purposes.
The selection of said Georgian newspapers as study populations was determined by several
factors: 1) Both newspapers are outlets of the so-called privileged intelligentsia of creative
unions (Writers’ Union, Filmmakers’’ Union), 2) Both have the same publication frequency,
3) The content is often close to literary texts, 4) Their authors often include publicly known,
respected figures, so-called informal leaders, 5) By the mid-1980s, Literaturli Sakartvelo
(Literary Georgia) had quite an amount of experience, and Kartuli Filmi (Georgian Film) was
a product of Perestroika, which makes their comparison/juxtaposition an exciting effort.
By the time of the declaration of Perestroika in 1985, Literaturli Sakartvelo (Literary
Georgia, a publication of the Georgian Soviet Writers’ Union), had been around for over 50
years. In 1985-1986, the newspaper was clearly established in terms of technology, content,
and ideology. Significant qualitative changes took place since 1987 based on two factors.
Management changed and Perestroika picked up. It is in that period that the newspaper’s
content began to diversify, new columns were dedicated to Perestroika and Glasnost, and the
publication expanded thematically. Unlike Literaturli Sakartvelo (Literary Georgia), Kartuli
Filmi (Georgian Film)—a publication of the trade unions, Komsomol committees, and
administration of V. I. Lenin Georgian Film Studio—was established in 1987, amid
Perestroika, hence its brainchild and contemporary product. The newspaper was conceived
and implemented in an era of relative freedom, in an environment (in the bosom of
filmmakers) with a higher degree of expression compared to other Soviet institutions. Kartuli
Filmi does not have an extensive Soviet history and past, never having been obligated to
accentuate the theoretical postulates of the Leninist press or carry the weight of traditional
interaction with party leadership and censorship. It was conceived differently from the very
outset, which is why its metamorphosis is not as drastic and tangible as Literaturuli
Sakartvelo’s transformation.
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Method
This article features only one section of the quantitative part of the full study (thesis), which
draws on the analysis of media texts and consists of both quantitative and qualitative parts—
the two were combined into a unified synthetic content analysis, and media samples were
studied using the methods of content analysis and/or discourse analysis. The derived data
were processed statistically using a factor analysis technique. Inductive reasoning was
utilized to conduct the study. By classifying specific examples, generalization was ensured,
and patterns were derived as the output of the study.
Data Collection and Processing
After selecting a timeframe for the overall study population, the following were established:
1) Selection parameters with special criteria, 2) Keywords, 3) Unit of study (article), 4)
Characteristics/categories for structing the unit of analysis by genre and content, 5) A threespecter system developed for evaluating the unit of study (positive, negative/skeptical, and
neutral), 6) Each selected newspaper article was labeled by relevant criteria and keyword in
special identification cards classified by characteristics/categories. The derived material was
inventoried, simple statistical tables were drawn using the results, and variables were
identified and subsequently coded, with reliability testing conducted for the coding system.
The material was processed using corresponding statistical operations. The results were
interpreted.
Identification Card for Analyzing the Unit of Study (Article)
Name of the Source:
Date/number:
Column:
Headline:
Author: (Staff/Contributor)
Type of publication
a) News story
b) Essay
c) Open letter
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d) Letter to the editor/comment/feedback/opinion
e) Editorial/leading article
f) Interview/questionnaire/monologue
g) Other.
Text reference parameters for Perestroika and Glasnost
a) In a column
b) In a headline
c) In a text
Connotation/analog of the term Glasnost in the text
a) Perestroika as historical revisionism/motivation to rewrite history/a political
campaign to demystify Stalin.
b) Perestroika as lifting taboos from bad news.
c) Perestroika and Glasnost as a motivator for the modernization of the Soviet
planned economy.
d) Perestroika as the beginning of the demise of the Communist Party’s
hegemony/multipartyism.
e) Perestroika’s importance to specific social institutions and groups.
f) The return of historical heritage and banned authors, the idea of independence.
g) Pluralism, citizen engagement, self-expression.
h) Other.
Aspects of evaluation for Perestroika and Glasnost
a) Positive.
b) Negative/skeptical.
c) Neutral.
Noteworthy quotes/verbal material
Definition of Perestroika (a quote from an article)
Resume
Remark/comment
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SAMPLE
The overall study sample consists of 842 cards (519 for Literaturuli Sakartvelo and 323
for Kartuli Filmi). The scope of the sample singled out in one category (category E,
Perestroika’s importance to specific social institutions and groups) and serving as the
basis for this article features 150 cards, making it the third largest among the research
material’s categories.
Perestroika’s importance to specific social institutions and groups/review and
interpretation of results
The reduction of the variables identified in the research material was carried out in line with
instructions, based on the initial data, and a structure for interconnected variables was
defined. Customarily, we grouped under one factor strongly correlated variables and
attempted to interpret their contents. Factor analysis enabled us to solve the study’s two most
important challenges, namely to describe the subject of study from a variety of angles and yet
compactly.
Factor analysis was performed using content categories listed by year. Principal component
analysis (PCA) was carried out on 7 components using an orthogonal rotation matrix
(varimax). The indicators of three components turned out to be higher than Kaiser criterion
1. Consequently, we singled out three factors.
Factors within the overall research material were grouped as follows:
Table 1
Content Categories (Frames) by Year
Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

•

Perestroika as historical revisionism

•

Perestroika as bad news

banned authors

•

Perestroika as the beginning of the •

Pluralism,

demise of the Communist Party’s

self-expression

•

Return of historical heritage and • Perestroika’s

citizen

importance

engagement,

specific
institutions
groups

demise
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As mentioned earlier, we singled out three factors (category E) as a standalone topic—
Perestroika’s importance to specific social institutions and groups—for the purpose of this
article. Simple statistics for variable E derived from the materials juxtaposed in the
identification cards are as follows:
Table 2
The volume of content category—Perestroika’s importance to specific social institutions
and groups—by source

Content

Literaturuli

Categories/Sources

Sakartvelo

E

59

Kartuli Filmi

Total

91

150

As we can see, Kartuli Filmi’s data outnumber those derived in the case of Literaturuli
Sakatrtvelo, even though the research timeframe for the latter (1985-1990) is wider than that
for the former (1987-1990), which is due to the higher interest and influence—compared to
the literary community—of Kartuli Filmi and the cinema community and their expectations
from one of the key material components of Perestroika implying the inevitability of the
cinema sphere’s switchover to self-financing. And this very constituent defines larger
numbers of publications reflecting the direct and/or indirect relation of a specific social
group, the cinema community, with Perestroika and its importance. The foregoing is voiced
as a vitally important issue among said professional group, as a necessary factor of natural
professional selection, one that inspires fear and trembling among the guild accustomed to
state subsidies. And that causes one of the outcomes of Perestroika, an intensified interest,
mixed with fear, in supporting oneself with creative work, which is reflected in growing
numbers of publications with relevant content in Kartuli Filmi. As for the key constituent of
the Perestroika concept — freedom of creative expression/Glasnost — and its influence on
writers and filmmakers, things are not as clear, because there always were more or less
effective ways to bypass censorship and express one’s opinion overtly or covertly. And now
there was another/additional opportunity up for grabs, a creative freedom beyond censorship,
something that representatives of both creative groups embraced with vivid interest and
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positive expectations. Writers, however, are not as vocal in emphasizing the material
profitability

of

their

works,

instead

perceiving

Perestroika

as

a

shot

at

catharsis/transformation, unhindered creative freedom, and metamorphosis — and this very
angle comes to the fore mostly in Literaturuli Sakartvelo.
Table 3
The volume of content category—Perestroika’s importance to specific social institutions
and groups — by year7

Content

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

Total

8

0

69

46

15

12

150

(29+40)

(6+40)

(7+8)

(8+4)

Category/Years
E

The dynamic of interest in Perestroika and Glasnost reveals that, at the initial stage (19851986), one of the media selected for research purposes, Literaturuli Sakartvelo, paid little
attention to this novel policy, limiting itself to copying and publishing on its pages party
guidance documents related to Perestroika as a bow of sorts to higher authorities, a common
Soviet practice. Appreciation of the concept of Perestroika and its importance among these
specific creative groups reached its highest in 1987. The jump in the numbers of publications
was caused mostly by the launch of Kartuli Film in 1987 and the newspaper’s declared
interest in Perestroika. Notably, the combined dynamic dropped in 1988, while Kartuli Filmi
maintained the same level of interest in Perestroika.
Next was the turning point, meaning the tragedy of April 9, 1989, a watershed that brought
about total Glasnost as the outcome of Perestroika: opportunities tapped into, all taboos
broken; and, at the same time, frustration caused by the April tragedy was evident,
consequently triggering declining interest in Perestroika proper as a concept and state policy,
an embodiment of broken promises and dashed hopes. By 1990, interest in Perestroika was
drying up to drop to the level of the 1985 dynamic.
7

NB: Hereinafter the first of the values indicated in brackets stands for the material from Literaturuli
Sakartvelo, and the second - from Kartuli Filmi.
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Table 4
Aspects of evaluation for Perestroika and Glasnost in category E (Perestroika’s
importance to specific social institutions and groups)

Evaluation/Year

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

Total

Positive

1

0

43(14+29)

28(2+26)

5(2+3)

2(1+1)

79

Negative/Skeptical

0

0

0(0+0)

(0+0)

0(0+0)

(0+0)

0

Neutral

7

0

26(15+11)

19(4+15)

9(5+4)

10(7+3)

71

Total

8

0

69

47

14

12

150

The aspects of evaluation for the category in discussion (Perestroika’s importance to
specific social institutions and groups) paint a gripping picture in terms of the dynamics of
positive and neutral evaluations. In this case too, we see the accentuated importance of the
April 9 tragedy as a watershed.
If the aspects of evaluation in 1985-1986 were mostly neutral — which means that this
particular social group viewed Perestroika as irrelevant to expectations, as uninteresting, dull,
and colorless — in 1987-1988, alongside the growing interest in Perestroika, positive
perceptions of its importance increased to almost twice the amount of neutral evaluations.
After 1989, both positive and neutral perceptions of the importance of the concepts of
Perestroika and Glasnost declined among this group, once again a sign of Perestroika
morphing into a colorless embodiment of disappointment.
Said dynamic is also a result of the watershed tragedy of April 9 which exposed the futility of
the state’s pseudo-democratic promises, double standards, and ideological bankruptcy.
Table 5
Rotation matrix of components for Factor 3, Perestroika’s importance to specific social
institutions and groups
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Perestroika’s importance to specific social institutions and groups

1

2

3

-.236

.297

.914

Table 6
The table below displays the statistics for content category E by year, including mean, mode,
median, standard deviation, and minimum and maximum.
Mean

Median

Mode

Standard Deviation

Minimum

Maximum

42.86

15.00

0

53.155

0

150

Perestroika’s importance to
specific social institutions and
groups

The volume of Factor 3 in the second research source (Kartuli Filmi) outsizes the first
research source (Literaturuli Sakartvelo), which may be explained by both general and
specific reasons.
General reason: For quite a while after its declaration, Perestroika was perceived as another
party nomenclature doctrine. The peripheral media were playing a waiting game and keeping
an eye on the central media. In 1985-1986, not much was published by the peripheral media,
including in Georgian, about or due to Perestroika, with the exception of mandatory party
documents, all of which explains a research material void in 1985-1986. 1987-1988, on the
other hand, marked a period of acceleration, with the waiting period over and the media
coming to embrace relative freedom and jumping into this new opportunity, trying all the
while to use the name of and motivation offered by liberation and Perestroika to explain and
cover every possible societal metamorphosis. After the peak of Perestroika (April 9, 1989),
the media revert to business as usual, with frustration welling up, no tabooed issues left,
openness becoming a norm, the goal achieved, everything transformed or under Perestroika
transformation, and interest in Perestroika as a tool consequently dwindling. That applies to
the Georgian media in general, not to a specific research volume or frame.
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The same motive may explain the anticipation policy of the creative intelligentsia
(litterateurs, filmmakers). Initially, newspapers covered the issue of Perestroika as a simple
token gesture by publishing mandatory party documents that were not directly linked to
literature or film. Later since 1987, however, it became clear that Perestroika could be used
as a powerful tool in the hands of the creative intelligentsia, which is why writers, critics, and
film directors and experts start actively discussing Perestroika, pointing out that it was long
overvdue as an actual opportunity offering a new space to the creative intelligentsia, with the
message from below heard somewhere among higher authorities and, surprisingly enough, a
response likely anticipated. That is why Factor 3 may be conventionally labeled as phatic
interaction, meaning that the party is sending a message about Perestroika to the creative
intelligentsia, and the intelligentsia acknowledges receipt, takes the message in, and
expresses readiness to engage. It is a chance to establish communication and keep it up and
running. And that could explain the growth dynamic in the sample under study, as partially
discussed above. A period after 1987 marks years of expedited Perestroika, with numerous
party appeals voiced and events held. The growth in the numbers of publications in that
period was due not only to an increasing interest in Perestroika, but also to the obligation to
commend and share the party’s every initiative and directive. The second phase of
Perestroika results in dashed hopes and frustration and, consequently, shifting, replacement,
and displacement.
Most of the publications grouped under Frame 3 are on the positive or neutral side. Most of
the positive evaluations stem not from an actual fact, but from positive expectations: “Will
be!” “Must be!” “Is in order!” “Will take place!” The message may be encapsulated as
follows: “Everything will be all right.” As a positive outcome/goal Perestroika existed in the
future that would follow vigorous efforts exerted to this end in the present.
Three themes can be highlighted under Frame 3: the necessity to transform literature and
cinema, switchover to economic accounting, and the film Repentance. Compared to the
abstract notions of transformation in literature and cinema and spiritual catharsis of
litterateurs and filmmakers, the last two subcategories come across as more tangible.
The newspaper texts grouped under Frame 3 abound in actual or attempted phatic
communication between the party and the creative intelligentsia, the party and society,
especially in the first subcategory, the necessity to transform literature and cinema. Most
publications of this type under Frame 3 are abstract, lacking concrete meaning and factual
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information. The phatic function of language is used maximally, with the communication
corridor always open as a means for the creative intelligentsia to return to the bosom of the
party: “Dear representatives of culture, literature, and arts, create works corresponding to the
sentiments of revolutionary change, Perestroika! Be active in fostering the spiritual richness
of society!” (From the Appeal of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union, Kartuli Filmi, November 4, 1987); “We strongly commend the party’s course, one of
accelerated social and economic development, as reflected in the plan for the key directions
of the economic and social development of the Soviet Union for 1986-1990 and a period to
2000… and now is the time for further intensifying our action” (anonymous, At the Writers’
Union of Georgia, Literaturuli Sakartvelo, December 20, 1985); “Perestroika and Glasnost
stand for an open competition of talents in administrative, economic, and artistic areas…. Our
country is unwavering in developing democracy and openness in every area, including arts”
(Yevgeny Yevtushenko, The Right to Equivocality, Literaturuli Sakartvelo, January 9, 1987);
“The process of transformation and renewal has started, and it must be furthered
continuously” (Giga Lortkipanidze, The 10th Congress of the Theatrical Society of Georgia,
Literaturuli Sakartvelo, January 30, 1987); “Democratization is a decisive precondition of
Perestroika” (Jansugh Charkviani, More Socialism, More Democracy, Literaturuli
Sakartvelo, July 17, 1987); “Contemporary Soviet film is on a brand new track, reflecting the
fundamental transformation in modern Soviet society, with an inclination for critical analysis
of years past” (Khatuna Topuria, London Echo, Kartuli Filmi, November 18, 1987).
The party is committed to fostering the development of literature and arts. Appeals for
professional mobilization to meet the party’s demands are voiced: “Soviet society is facing
enormous transformations. And these transformations will be carried out by man” (Givi
Vardosanidze, Man of Free Labor, Literaturuli Sakartvelo, December 6, 1985); “In this time
of great transformations and shifts, Georgian literature plays an exceptional, special role”
(Zaur Kalandia, Thoughts on Literary Life, Literaturuli Sakartvelo, July 31, 1987); “ Our
creative life must be transformed to secure for Georgian dramaturgy the lion’s share in
Georgian theater” (Anonymous, Theater and Dramaturgy, Literaturuli Sakartvelo, June 26,
1987); “It is preferable to see characters transform gradually onscreen. National character
must be preserved” (Anonymous, In Support of the Staging Project, Kartuli Filmi, March 23,
1988).
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The plenary session of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
formulated the ultimate goal of Perestroika as follows: “Fundamental renewal of every aspect
of the country’s life. Perestroika must bring good: Our society today lives and breathes
Perestroika” (Anonymous, Difficult Spiritual Life, Literaturuli Sakartvelo, February 20,
1987).
It is at the expense of such abstract — unfocused, one would say — publications that the
sample’s volume grows by 1987. Since 1988, however, problems and concerns become better
formulated and the dynamic starts declining.
Georgian writers and filmmakers emphasize and recognize the difficulty and yet necessity of
the metamorphosis demanded by the party: “Perestroika has a difficult formula, one
pertaining to the spiritual realm of human beings, their mentality, faith, behavior, emotions,
and their attitude toward one another and work, which is why it is hard to deal with” (Archil
Sulakauri, Formula for Moral Transformation, Literaturuli Sakartvelo, January 5, 1987);
“What matters in the process of Perestroika is not to deceive ourselves again” (Akaki
Vasadze, With Honor and Truth, Literaturuli Sakartvelo, June 22, 1987); “Perestroika,
democratization, Glasnost must start in our own homes” (Jemal Kiria, The Tran Has Left the
Station, Literaturuli Sakartvelo, July 3, 1987); “As a writer, I am proud that Georgian
literature has welcomed changes standing on its feet…. Perestroika and acceleration in
nowise stand for a whim or infatuation” (Guram Panjikidze, A Goal after the Whistle,
Literaturuli Sakartvelo, July 24, 1987); “It is advisable and necessary to discuss the flaws in
our contemporary literature… we must seek an impetus for Perestroika both outside and
within ourselves” (Zurab Chavchavadze, What Are We Doing?, Literaturuli Sakartvelo,
September 11, 1987); “The great revolutionary transformations in our country—such as
bettering every aspect of social life, democracy, Glasnost, criticism, and self-criticism—are
growing stronger by the minute among Kartuli Filmi’s staff” (Editorial Board of Kartuli
Filmi, At the Meeting of the Artistic Council of the Film Studio, Kartuli Filmi, June 3, 1987);
“A deep interest in Perestroika is present in the Georgian Film Studio, much the way it is in
the whole country, republic, economy, and social and spiritual life” (Anonymous, Innovation,
Initiative, Kartuli Filmi, April 9, 1987); “Industrial transformation is futile unless artistic
mentality is transformed and new themes originating in our time are discovered” (Tamaz
Giorgadze, Perestroika: Film Studios and Their Problems, Kartuli Filmi, July 15, 1987);
“Our party has chosen a remarkably effective path by putting the country on the path of
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Perestroika” (Merab Saralidze, Whom Would You Like as Your Director?, Kartuli Filmi, July
27, 1988); “Perestroika is for the ultimate goal, not an end in itself” (Diana Gishiani, Zaira
Topuria, Not to Be Dead on Arrival, Kartuli Filmi, September 7, 1988); “For the first time,
Georgian filmmakers are given a chance to familiarize themselves with a different opinion”
(Anonymous, One Page from the Past, Kartuli Filmi, March 1, 1988).
The way the importance of Perestroika is perceived by specific social groups, a professional
group in this case (litterateurs, filmmakers), is abstract and amorphous, though certainly
recognized as necessary and even inevitable. In the same vein, expectations of Perestroika at
the initial stage are abstract, though commitment to engaging is clearly expressed as an
inevitability, with more clarity, concreteness present later on.
Far more concrete within said frame is another subcategory, economic accounting. After it
became clear that Perestroika was more than just a material value, the issue of supporting
themselves by selling their own products became relevant on the agenda of the creative
intelligentsia: “Soon, every studio in the country will switch to economic accounting, that is,
a system of self-financing” (G. Gabeskiria, Suggestion, Opion, Kartuli Filmi, July 29, 1987);
“We will have to solve most complex issues in every area of the national economy,
including—probably one of the most difficult tasks—introducing economic accounting in the
republic’s cinema” (Valerian Kvachadze, Suggestion, Opion—Is Another, Third Union
Necessary?, Kartuli Filmi, August 12, 1987).
Kartuli Filmi newspaper pays great attention to switching film production to economic
accounting as one of the innovations accompanying Perestroika. Filmmakers are, in a way,
anxious to see this component of Perestroika in action. Economic accounting is a material
product of Perestroika and its specific perceived goal/outcome, a guarantee of independence:
“We will switch to economic accounting only after being paid what we really deserve for our
products” (Anonymous, Conversation with Eldar Shengelaia, Secretary of the Filmmakers
Union of the SSR of Georgia, Kartuli Filmi, December 14, 1988); “Undoubtedly, the ultimate
goal of the Perestroika-led cinema transformation is to make good movies. That a few good
films are seeing weaker ones through on their broad shoulders is totally unacceptable under
economic accounting” (sic!) (J. Kereselidze, At the Party Committee of the Film Studio,
Kartuli Filmi, July 15, 1987); “Without transforming film production and distribution,
nothing will change in the art of film. A new model has been developed with the key goal of
introducing economic accounting and the principles of creative and organizational
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independence in the Film Studio, a process to be finalized on January 1, 1989” (E. Klimov,
Cinema of Tomorrow, Kartuli Filmi, December 23, 1987); “Moving onto a new track must be
strictly differentiated…. To make economic accounting a reality, the work of film archives
must be overhauled…. Our society’s democratization, Glasnost, and Perestroika,
encompassing every area of our lives, have become our work’s reliable guiding light. We
believe that Georgian film will find an optimal path to this new method of accounting” (L.
Gagua, Eve of Switching to Economic Accounting, Kartuli Filmi, April 27, 1988);
„Apparently, the breeze of Perestroika applies to all…. Switching to economic accounting
has caused numerous problems” (Anonymous, Momentous Interview, Kartuli Filmi, March 8,
1988); “The time for moving onto economic accounting—something we have never heard of
before—is around the corner. Now the state provides, but how do we support ourselves in the
future?” (T. Babluani, At the Meeting of the Party Economic Activists, Kartuli Filmi, July 8,
1987); “The transformation of the film industry in our country is picking up at a steadier
pace…. Naturally, the significant amount of public trust and credit enjoyed by filmmakers
requires, above all else, everyone’s active participation in the tangible revolutionary changes
in every area of our lives” (Alexnader Kamshalov, Independence Is Also a Great
Responsibility, Kartuli Filmi, April 27, 1988).
Judging by the examples above, we can assert that this aspect of Perestroika is far more
important to writers and filmmakers, clearly showing a point beyond which, all are
responsible for their own incomes.
Publications related to Repentance, a film by iconic Georgian filmmaker Tengiz Abuladze,
make up a separate subcategory under Frame 3. Repentance is assessed as a turning point and
rejection of dogmatic dullness, as consent and commitment to change, as an artistic and
material hypostasis of Perestroika. This position is found in numerous original and translated
publications in both sources under study, and Sovietologists and Perestroika researchers
generally agree in recognizing Repentance as an inseparable product of declared Perestroika,
an embodiment of Glasnost and art beyond censorship. For example: “The screening of this
movie [Repentance] testifies to trust in human beings, their political and spiritual maturity,
their ability to recognize the truth and foster its promulgation” (Anonymous, Fable and
Truth, Kartuli Filmi, February 2, 1987); “With the advance of Glasnost, more and more
Soviet film directors find their voices—and, with it, their eyes and ears, and ultimately their
own selves” (Anonymous, Newsweek, US on Repentance, Kartuli Filmi, September 7, 1988);
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“Your film, Repentance, was one of the first signs heralding Perestroika, when many were
scared so much as to believe in its irreversibility” (Eduard Shevardnadze, Recognition/Dear
Tengiz Evgenis-dze!, Kartuli Filmi, April 27, 1988); “I would not be standing in front you if it
were not for Perestroika, the new policy of Glasnost, and the democratization of our society”
(Tengliz Abuladze, Speech at the Awarding of the Lenin Prize, Kartuli Filmi, May 25, 1988);
“This film [Repentance] was a harbinger of the revolutionary life we call Perestroika,
meaning democratization. In other words, people today say what they think. And that is the
freedom of soul and words, not a thoughtless execution of commands” (Nana Lomidze,
Together in Unity, Kartuli Filmi, May 4, 1988).
If making Repentance a reality is seen as an approval of Perestroika in professional life,
namely in the film industry, Georgian Film, as the studio where Repentance was created, is
viewed as a place where creative thought can be put to full use: “Georgian Film is the only
studio to have welcomed Perestroika transformation” (Anonymous, Continuous Discussion,
Kartuli Filmi, April 6, 1988); “We engaged in Perestroika by screening numerous important
works from years past” (Tamaz Ebanoidze, Seeker for Movies, Kartuli Filmi, July 6, 1988);
“Repentance preaches ideas pertaining to our society’s catharsis and transformation” (Nato
Tsitsishvili, Is Film Criticism the Conscience of Cinema?, Literaturuli Sakartvelo, July 3,
1987).
In summary, the first of the three thematic subcategories under Frame 3 — the necessity to
transform literature and cinema — is abstract, lacking concreteness. The second
subcategory is better formulated, more concrete, and relates to well-defined issues and
problems, one that may be expressed using a simple postulate: He who does not work, neither
shall he eat, which is embodied in Repentance, an umbrella symbol of that era.
Conclusion
The level of effectiveness and relevance of Perestroika, as a phatic concept with abstract
meaning, in the eyes of the creative elite was higher at its initial stage, prior to 1989.
At the second stage of Perestroika, the process of communicatory and thematic
diversification and the composition of newspaper authors grow qualitatively complex at the
expense of an expanding variety and scope of engagement of informal unions, including
representatives of political groups, and their interests and influences. As a result of the
Perestroika-propelled growth of multifaceted communication in newspaper culture, thematic
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objectives and expectations push the professional envelope, with deepening content, and
traffic growing heavier down the communication channel. Pressing information, once
published in newspapers, snowballs through the engagement of various sides providing
feedback, responses, debates, responses to responses, and so on. At the second stage of
Perestroika, diversification is reflected in the growing share of dialogue genres, among
others—discourse becomes versatile and multifaceted.
The metamorphosis of the content of publications reveals that the interests and expectations
of Perestroika among this specific social group develop from mandatory/compulsory (19861987), via the phase of counting on benefits advantages and, next, that of frustration (1989),
eventually to transform into a totally independent and qualitatively different type of
anticipation, one of the country’s reshaping anew (1990).
The subcategories are grouped in line with a logical timeframe: a message passes through the
communication channel and is forged from a perception of abstract expectations into a
concrete outcome, with the interest in the message subsequently plummeting.
The paradigm is as follows: 1) an artist knows and has long appreciated that metamorphosis
is in order, yet there is no recipe for it. The party only urges but provides no guidelines, 2) a
person/phenomenon emerges to make a breakthrough relying on intuition and skill—the film
Repentance is created to inspire, by accident or design, enormous changes, declared changes
(with general objective: blanket metamorphosis in creative work), 3) Concrete changes are
launched (concrete objective: economic accounting) to give rise to salability as a unit of
measurement of an artwork. These three elements make up an entire frame, content that has
meaning to a specific social/professional group. 4) Next is the turning point (1989)—after the
tragedy of April, professional interests and expectations are replaced by 1990 with a more
global, universal interest, the idea of national independence and sovereignty.
The qualitative change in newspaper content is indicative of frustration and ideological,
orientation-related shifting that reflect in the attitudes of both readers and authors. 1989
marks the highest point of negative assessments of Perestroika as a doctrine. By 1990,
Perestroika is perceived neutrally, because the interest in it declines, and the media are
suffused with newer, more pressing topics and trends like the ideas of democracy and the
shaping of the country’s sovereignty, something Perestroika never sought to achieve in the
first place.
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Abstract
An economic impact analysis of legal barriers imposed by the Georgian Government on an
evolving postal and courier service market and statutory monopoly’s economic rationale are
dealt with in this article while assessing its shortcomings and reviewing commitments
incurred by Georgia with the EU-Georgia Association Agreement (specifically, with the
Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Area).
Findings of the paper demonstrate that the legal barriers restricted free and fair competition in
the postal and courier service market by fostering a statutory monopolist, a state-run Ltd
Georgian Post, which enjoyed preferential treatment through establishing statutory but
discriminatory barriers against its competitors. The precedent of curbing free and fair
competition is bound to impede economic growth as the government is not in the position to
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uphold openness and transparency of the market, enforce competition policy and respect the
spirit of liberalizing access to trade in the postal and currier services of Georgia.

Keywords: EU-Georgia; Liberalization; Regulations; Economy;

Preface
While assessing the efficacy of the public policy and, specifically regulations pertaining
economic sectors, it’s important to examine major business sectors where the negative impact
of the regulation can cause serious damage to overall economic growth and introducing a
statutory monopoly can result in upsetting a natural equilibrium and a deliberate breakdown
of the business environment that is traditionally open to competition. It’s also important that
regulatory legislation be compliant with international best practices. The paper scrutinizes an
economic impact analysis of legal barriers imposed by the Georgian Government on an
evolving postal and courier service market and statutory monopoly’s economic rationale,
while assessing its shortcomings and reviewing commitments incurred by Georgia with the
EU-Georgia Association Agreement (specifically, with the Deep and Comprehensive Free
Trade Area).
Postal and courier service sector plays a crucial role in the development of the Georgian
economy and is characterized by robust growth potential. Since the last decade of the 20th
century, various types of postal services have gained various momentum for expansion:
demand for postal and courier service of letter mails/printed materials/periodicals has
considerably reduced; however, demand for parcel delivery service has enjoyed substantial
growth. The change is effected by advances of adjacent businesses, like e-commerce and IT.
Figure 1 illustrates the statistics of active registered operators on the postal and courier
service market in Georgia from 2010 to 2020 [Figure 1 about here]. Figure 2 and Figure 3
illustrate VAT generated and the average number of people employed by companies
operating in postal and courier service market from 2010 to 2019 [Figure 2 and Figure 3
about here].

Figure 1: Number of active registered operators
on the postal and courier service market in Georgia from 2010 to 2020.
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Figure 2: Value-added generated by companies operating
in postal and courier sector from 2010 to 2019.
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Figure 3: Average number of people employed
in postal and courier sector from 2010 to 2019.
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Research Methodology
Research methodology implies economic impact analysis of a legal framework and
regulations imposed by the Georgian government in postal and courier service market of the
Georgian economy, as well as reviewing commitments incurred by Georgia with the EUGeorgia Association Agreement (specifically, with the Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade
Area) and assessing implementation process compliance of Georgian legislation
harmonization obligation with that of the EU. Economic activity indicators are analyzed
against impact from legislation shortcomings and legal barriers imposed by the Georgian
government applicable to postal and courier service market since 2013 or are forthcoming as
of the date of this research.
The paper is based on statistics analysis reported by National Statistics Office of Georgia as
per ,,Economic Activity Classificators – EAC 006-2016, Group 53’’ and through 2010-2020
years. Also, it aims to provide a list of specific recommendation to promote effective
economic policy applicable to postal and courier service sector.

Chapter 1. Analysis of legal framework and EU-Georgian legislation harmonization
obligations applicable to postal and courier service market
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The analysis of the postal and courier service market in Georgia should start with a short
review of events that were the first attempts to develop legislation applicable to the sector. In
1999 the Georgian Parliament has passed a Law ,,on Communication and Post’'. The law
envisaged as a policy-making authority - the Ministry of Communication and Post and an
authority to regulate the sector to the National Commission of Communication and Post.
Liberalization of the postal service sector started in 2003 and ended in 2005. In the same year
a Law ,,on Communication and Post’’ of 1999 was revoked. The legislator has envisaged to
draft a Law ,,on Post’’ that was supposed to ensure a full compliance of Georgia’s regulatory
framework with that of liberalized postal market standards. The Parliament has been tasked
to pass a Law ,,on Post’’ within 6 months after the revocation of the law[2]. Later the
deadline has been postponed few times and up to new the Parliament has not passed the law
yet. It’s worthwhile to note that on 24th of June, 2005, the Georgian Parliament has passed a
Law ,,on Licenses and Permits’’ that has made postal service exempt from a requirement of
license. It meant that a business operator did not have to secure a license from the National
Commission of Communication and Post in order to start operation on the market[3].
Additionally, starting from 2006 the National Commission of Communication and Post (later
The Georgian National Communications Commission) has ceased its regulatory supervision
of the postal sector service. The liberalization has promoted competition on the postal
services market of Georgia illustrated by the Figure 1 that shows statistics of the increasing
number of business operators on the postal and courier service sector of Georgia [Figure 1
about here].
Through Association Agreement with the EU, Georgia has committed itself with a further
enhancement of postal service regulations. According to Annex XV-C of the Agreement,
Georgia is obliged to adopt requirements stipulated by EU 97/67/EC directive within a
timeframe of 5 years after Association Agreement enters into force [5]. As per the directive
and its annexes, full liberalization of the postal sector, promotion of the free competition and
elimination of reserved areas of the market (an area of market reserved for a monopoly) for a
universal postal service provider are conceived as a condition towards a successful
reformation of the postal sector.
Moreover, the EU-Georgia Association Agreement[4] provides with normative guidance in
terms of postal service, in particular: Title IV TRADE AND TRADE-RELATED MATTERS,
CHAPTER 6, Section 5, Sub-Section 4 (Postal and Courier Services), Article 99 of the

Agreement envisages the definition of universal postal service as “the permanent provision of
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a postal service of specified quality at all points in the territory of a Party at affordable prices
for all users’’. Furthermore, according to the Article 100 of the Agreement, is envisaged:
,,Each Party has the right to define the kind of universal service obligation it wishes to
maintain. Such obligations will not be regarded as anti-competitive per se, provided they are
administered in a transparent, non-discriminatory and competitively neutral manner and are
not more burdensome than necessary for the kind of universal service defined by the Party’’.
Economic analysis of international best legal framework practices and the EU-Georgia
Association agreement for Postal and Currier services finds full liberalization and free
competition support as a necessary tool to successful reformation of the sector. That can be
achieved through effective competition policy and fair competition regulations. Yet,
competition policy analysis is a vital part of the economic reforms. Academic research proves
that the more robust competition is on the market the more motivation the companies have to
minimize expenses and improve quality of their products. A correlation between competition
and efficiency and competition and productivity growth rate is a prerequisite for the
economic growth [7,8].

Chapter 2. Economic impact analysis of legal barriers imposed by the Georgian
Government
Economic impact analysis of legal barriers imposed by the Georgian government on postal
and currier service market shows that since 2013 Georgian government kept trying to limit
free competition on this market of economy that went unnoticed and un-responded by the
Competition Agency. The legal barriers have been implemented into several stages, in
particular: at the first stage, the legal barriers have been established by the Order #30 of
Ministry of Finance on 25th of January, 2013. The Ministry’s Order implemented substantial
changes to customs procedures for importing and exporting of goods that inflicted plenty of
barriers to businesses. An economic impact analysis of these regulations make it obvious that
actually it was substantially restricting free competition. Namely, according to the Ministry’s
Order, to proceed with undertaking a business operator needed access to a ,,special automated
customs data system’’ of the Revenue Service of Georgia. On the other hand, the Revenue
Service would grant the access to the business operator if he, among other things, would meet
requirements as follows:
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•

Have a prior experience of transporting goods and an excellent reputation. The

requirement was setting a legal entry-barrier for businesses and putting a new-business
entities in unfavorable position against other incumbent-business operators;
•

Have a customs warehouse of their own. The requirement was substantiated neither

legally nor economically. Why should a business operator be required to have its own
customs warehouse and not rent in the service on an as-needed basis? Usually, medium and
small companies do rent in customs warehouse as they can not afford and maintain their own
one;
•

A carrier-operator was required to ensure that import taxes and service fees were paid

by their clients (an importer of goods) in a timely manner. But a thing here is that a carrier is
just carrying goods and he can not be held liable for tax liabilities of his customers – an
importer of goods. That was contradicting the Georgian legislation as a function of collecting
tax revenues is responsibilities of Georgian Revenue service;
•

A carrier-operator was required to secure access with the Revenue Service servers and

advance report goods through electronic system. For the purpose a carrier was expected to
submit a special program that would take time and fundings. Also, they were expected to do
it within a timeframe of 7 days. The task of developing a program, testing and securing
access for the program from the Revenue Service was unachievable and unrealistic.
It must be noted that by indroducing the above-mentioned conditions (through the Order of
Minister of Finance) legal barriers have been established that contradicted a Law ,, on
Licenses and Permits’’ [3]. Namely, the carrier-operator was supposed to clear goods through
customs department, but he could not do it without having access to a ,,special automated
customs data system’’ of the Revenue Service. In order to secure the right to do business, the
carrier-operator was supposed to meet criteria set by the Order of Minister of Finance as
securing access to a ,,special automated customs data system’’ of the Revenue Service was an
absolute prerequisite for a carrier-operator to perform its business operation. Meeting the
requirements of the decree and securing approval from the Revenue Service was a must for a
carrier-operator to conduct its business. However, introducing new legal barriers was
contradictory to WTO rules that envisages that its member states would reduce paperwork
and simplify a red tape. Based on the analysis of the #30 Order of Minister of Finance of 25th
January 2013 it can be inferred that Ltd Georgian Post was the only national-carrier that
could meet all criteria of the Ministry of Finance – a customs warehouse of its own, prior
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experience of transporting goods and ability to get connected to servers of the Revenue
Service of Georgia. Other carriers in fact got their business-operations restricted.
Also, it’s worthwhile to note that before introducing the new system, the Ministry was
supposed to carry out special procedures to inform the companies about the new regulations,
to ensure software compatibility, smooth transition and sustainability to the new system.
Before promulgating the Order the Ministry was supposed to do preliminary work and set a
reasonable timeframe. The Ministry of Finance has not done it that has resulted in a hiatus of
customs clearance, delays in business operations that was even further aggravated by the fact
that the officials of Ministry of Finance and the Revenue Service have not been doing
anything to support the business operators with the transition.
The local carriers filed a complaint before the Competition Agency in the efforts to defend
their rights. But after the Agency could not respond to the complaint (because of the
nonexistence of a precondition as defined by the Article #10 prime of Law ,,on
Competition’’) the carriers took the case to court for annulation of the mentioned Order of the
Minister of Finance. The carriers have won the case in all 3 levels of court. The court verdict
has satisfied the complainants with annulling the Order of Minister of Finance of 25th of
January, 2013 and an Order #4257 of the Head of Revenue Service of 6th February, 2013.
Here we need to note that coincidentally to the court hearings, on May 8, 2013 the Minister
of Finance has revoked his controversial Order himself. However, still coincidentally to the
court hearings and despite the court verdict Georgian government continued setting up legal
barriers on the postal and currier service market.
On 6th of Jauary, 2014, Georgian government issued a new Decree #40 ,,on Provisional
Measures on Postal Sector’’. The Decree was temporarily empowering Ltd Georgian Post
with a sole authority to carry out postal business of accepring, forwarding and deliverying of
mail correspondence and parcels on the territory of Georgia by land or by see until the postal
legislation would have been fully harmonized with that of the EU and the best international
practice. The Decree was in effect prohibiting other postal operators to do the business.
An analysis of the Decree #40 of Georgian government shows that it was in essence the same
as the Order #30 of Ministry of Finance voided by the court ruling and establishing similar
regulations. However, according to the Order of Minister of Finance, postal operators had a
theoretical chance to meet requirement of the Order, but in case of the Decree of Georgian
government it was solely authorizing Ltd Georgian Post with an exclusive privilege of doing
postal business on the territory of Georgia. The Competition Agency could not apprehend the
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anticompetitive impact of the decree mostly because of the reasons cites above. The Post
operators had to appeal to the Constitutional Court of Georgia in the effort to get the Decree
acknowledged as unconstitutional.
An analysis of Decree #40 of Georgian government shows that a situation on the postal sector
did not change after the Order #30 of Ministry of Finance had been annulled. Once the
Decree # 40 of Georgian government had been brought into effect, Ltd Georgian Post became
not only de facto but also de jure a sole postal operator that had a legal permit to operate on
Georgian postal market. Yet, Georgian government has granted a preferential treatment to
Ltd Georgian Post and prohibited other operators on the market. It has established a statutory
monopolist upsetting a natural equilibrium and a deliberate breakdown of the business
environment that traditionally has to be open to competition. The regulations envisaged by
Decree contradicted the article # 10 of the Law ,,on Competition’’ of Georgia. The law
inhibits any measure taken by Georgian government, governments of Autonomous republics
and local authorities that limits competition and establishes a statutory monopolist[12] except
in the very specific cases that are stipulated by Georgian legislation. The Decree #40 of
Georgian government can be viewed as the state assistance to the business operator.
However, the state assistance can be accomplished only for the purposes that are stipulated
by Georgian legislation that did not take place in this case. Additionally, any assistance to a
business operator that restrains competition or puts it at risk is contradictory to the Article 12
of the Georgian Law ,,on Competition’’[12].
Before a hearings have started at the Constitutional Court of Georgia, on 2nd of October,
2014, Georgian Government had been forced to revoke its own decree with a new Decree
#586. As of today there is no formal barriers on postal and currier service market. But,
alongside to the court hearings, at the beginning of 2014 the Ministry of Economy and
Sustainable Development has developed a draft postal reform package ,,on Postal Union’’
and presented it to postal market stakeholders that envisaged new legal framework for postal
and currier service business.
The draft postal law of the Ministry of Economy and Sustainable Development was targeted
towards re-introduction of state regulations and re-regulation of postal and currier service
market. The draft law will eliminate free competition and contradict the commitments undertook by
the Parties

with the EU-Georgia Association Agreement

on further liberalisation of trade in services[4].

The regulations proposed by the draft law was not compatible with the best international
practice that advocates full market liberalization, free competition promotion and elimination
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of ,,postal reserved’’ areas as successful strategies for postal sector reform. The EU
commission has disapproved the regulations envisaged by the draft alw. Nevertheless, as of
the date of the reseach the Ministry of Economy and Sustainable Development could not
manage to ensure compatibility of the draft postal law with the EU-Georgia Association
agreement commitments. Hence, the postal and currier service market reform is far from over
and business-operators of the sector are facing uncertainties of the institutional framework
that affect business operations, business environment and investment decisions.
Imposed legal barriers and shortcomings of legislation applicable to the postal and courier
service market, also forthcoming regulations, have adversely affected on statistical indicators
of economic activity of the sector and have recessed economic growth of the sector. The
negative effects of the state regulations of 2013-2014 are illustrated on Figures 1÷3 [Figure 1
to 3 about here] with the economic indicators as follows:
(1) the Figure 1 illustrates [Figure 1 about here] that the number of active postal and currier
service operators of the sector is decreasing during 2013-2014 when the legal barriers were
enforced (initially by Ministry of Finance and then by the government of Georgia). Since
2015 (after court cases have been won by postal operators) number of active operators of the
sector has increased slightly that continued up to 2018. The slight increase of the active
operators of the sector amid the absence of legal barriers and market liberalization can be
explained by legislation uncertainties induced by the Ministry of Economy and Sustainable
Development to present a draft postal reform package that the Georgian Government was
going to run through the Parliament by the end of 2016 (later the deadline has been
postponed until 2018). As the Georgian Government could not get it approved within the
timeframe and increasing emphasis from the EU Commission underscoring the importance of
preserving liberalized postal market environment in Georgia made it possible to trigger
,,relative predictability’’ on the postal and currier service market. The factors boosted an
aparent growth of number of active operators of the sector during 2019-2020 that testifies the
evolving potential of the sector for growth which can be accomplished not under
unpredictable legislation, but under a liberalized market environment;
(2) the Figure 2 illustrates [Figure 2 about here] that Added Value generated in the postal
sector is decreasing from 2013 to 2015. A trend of decreasing Added Value has lasted for 2
years, unlike a decreasing trend of Figure 1 that has lasted only 1 year. The trend shows that
reversing an adverse impact of undue governmental regulations in terms of Added Value is
marked by much longer ,,inertia’’. Moreover, Added Value generated in the postal sector
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from 2016 to 2018 is seen as of low growth rate but that is replaced by a quite robust growth
rate from 2019. The trends of these economic indicators can be explained by the factors
described in the part (1) of the paper;
(3) the Figure 3 gives [Figure 3 about here] an average number of people employed in the
postal and currier service market that approximately follows the pattern shown in Figure 1
(Number of active operators of the sector), in particular: it is decreasing from 2013 to 2014;
and the trend changes to increasing from 2016 to 2019. Again, it can be explained by the
factors described in the part (1) of the paper; also, it points to an apparent trend of an
economic indicator - an increasing number of people employed by the sector - can be marked
by a ,,delay effect’’ that could become more obvious anytime soon provided economic
activity stimulating factors of liberalized market environment on postal and currier service
markert is preserved in Georgia. Furthermore, it should be also noted that as of the date of
this research the business operators have to do their business amid uncertainties of the
institutional environment and are facing the future with volatile expectations. That give us a
ground to predict that an actual growth potential of indicators of economic activity is even
higher than those shown on Figures 1÷3 [Figure 1 to 3 about here].

Conclusions
An economic impact analysis of legal barriers imposed by the Georgian Government on an
evolving postal and courier service market points towards governmental attempts of an
illegitimate meddling in free and fair competition that manifested in granting only a sole
business-operator an preferential treatment and by setting up discriminatory legal and
administrative barriers against other business-operators on the postal and currier service
market.
The cases like these can seriously damage growth potential of the economic sector as the
government is making decisions based not on a public interest but on a private interest. A
preventive measure against anticompetitive governmental decisions on the market can be an
efficient competition policy and an effective competition agency in order to exercise effective
state supervision over a free, fair and competitive environment on the market, avert cases like
this, ensuring market openness and transpancy, fair treatment for all business-operators and
that competition in the marketplace is not restricted in a way that is detrimental to society.
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Based on economic impact analysis of imposed legal barriers on postal and courier service
market and in order to promote an effective state supervision and free competition, the
Georgian government shell follow the reccomendations as follows:
•

Promoting a free, fair and competitive business environment on postal and courier

service market in order to prevent governmental agencies from establishing statutory
monopoly (by setting up discriminatory legal and administrative barriers) and illegitimately
restricting free competition;
•

Avoiding re-regulation of postal and courier service market is crucial as well as

protecting of natural market equilibrium; competitive environment and market openness;
•

Empowering the Competition Agency is very important considering risks of

restriction

of

free

competition

that

necessitates

competition

agency’s

investigation/intervention.
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